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styling;

they do not buy sonic per-

fection,

and wouldn't recognize it if

they heard it.
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never satisfied,

the perfectionist

manufacturer is never through improv-

The Cover

ing his products.
In truth, the typical perfection-

In response to a dribble of requests

ist manufacturer never intended to

to see what Ye Ed & Publ looks like,
we are picturing him doing his favor-

get into the manufacturing business
at all, but was forced into it by the

ite audio thing:

growing number of friends and friends
of friends who heard the device, liked

recording.

The photo

was taken by Jim Clare at a videotaping session for a now-disbanded

it,

and wanted one of their own.

The

result of getting into business like
this is, often, disaster!

comedic group called "The Portable
Circus," and shows also a Revox A-77,
a Gately SM-6 mixer and a Beyer DT-480
headset. (Courtesy WTL Productions.)
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Since such products are rarely
field tested,

the manufacturer may

have to build (in his basement) and
sell a dozen or so of them before

and palm them off at full cost as the
latest ones.

some users discover it interacts

But what about the people who had
been planning to purchase the product

poorly with some other components
and blows speakers or amps, it contains a "weak" part that breaks down
after several months of use,

but had not yet done so? They will
undoubtedly be ecstatic at the news

and an-

of the improvement, but will they
show their appreciation for the manu-

other manufacturer has just come out
with a similar device that sounds a
hair better. And it's back to the old

facturer's honesty by then purchasing
the newer version? No way! They will
say "Well, I almost got stung by buy-

drawing board.
Sometimes, the designer is able to
remedy the problems and refine the
performance enough to make the product at least competitive with the

ing this before it was improved, so
maybe I'd better wait a while before
buying, just in case there are more
improvements in the offing."

competition for a year or so, but

Our point here is that, while honesty is an admirable trait, there are
times, as when a fading wife asks her
husband if she is really as attractive

more often it becomes an unending
quest for perfection, subject to one
in-production modification after another until there may be as many as
8 different "versions" of it out in

as the day they were married, when
honesty is not exactly the best policy. As advocates of the consumer
viewpoint, Stereophile feels that it
is our obligation to report news of

the field, each one incrementally
better than the last.
But that isn't really the problem.
Most manufacturers, including the Biggies, make in-production changes to
improve the durability or acceptance
of their products. They just don't
talk about it. The problem is that
some of the small perfectionist manufacturers are so resolutely honest
that they are compelled to make a
public announcement of every product
modification. The idealistic manufacturer reasons that, since people buy
his equipment on the assumption that
they are getting the very best available, he is morally obligated to tell
them that the latest samples off the
production line are better than the
previous samples. He has thus leveled with his customers, and he feels
better for it, but what does his announcement accomplish?
Are his customers grateful for his
forthrightness? Well, the people who
bought the previous version certainly aren't; they are likely to feel
cheated, even though no manufacturer
can be expected to freeze his design
at some arbitrary point in its evolution. His dealers won't be very
happy either, because in salving his
own conscience, the manufacturer has
shifted the burden of truth to them,
making them decide whether they will

product changes when we hear about
them, and we expect manufacturers to
'fess up about such changes when asked directly whether or not one has
indeed just been made. But if a manufacturer chooses to make an in-production improvement in one of their
units without making any sort of announcement about it, we'll understand
why, and sympathize with them.
What happens, though, when we put
a manufacturer on the spot by revealing a shortcoming in one of his products in a Stereophile report? He then
has a couple of choices: He can submit
a manufacturer's comment, the gist of
which is that we're full of crap. Or
he can announce, unabashedly, that
he has changed the product in order
to eliminate the problem. And if this
admission upsets people who bought
the unit before we reported on it,
well, that's just tough luck!
There really is a way that is better for all concerned. If the new
component were adequately field-tested for compatibility and performance
(relative to its likely competition)
before being supplied to strangers
(as through a dealer, for example),
the manufacturer may never have to
grapple with the ethics of revelation
at all, and everyone would be happy.

sell off their present inventory of
units at a substantial loss, or try

Except, perhaps,
3

the competition.0

stereophile
reports
Stereophile Reports are primarily subjective reports, based on actual use of components in the home. Components
for testing are taken from dealers' stock or, when not available locally, are obtained from the manufacturer, and only one
sample is tested unless indications are that it is defective. If a retest is necessary, our erperience with both samples
will be repotted. The manufacturer is sent acopy of the report prior to publication, and may if he wishes append a
manufacturer's comment He cannot, however, demand that the report be changed or that it not be published. Stereophile Reports are copyrighted, and may not be reprinted or quoted without the written permission of the publisher.

sound from phono inputs has a bit

Because of the backlog of equipment that we have on hand for
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as

well

signal-processing functions deactivated -- is very much on the bright,
as

hard side, although (strangely) not
as irritating to the ear as one might
expect under the circumstances.

any not covered here, drop
a post card listing those

components you want to see
ported on in more detail.*

Whether or not the sonic imper-

re-

fections of the 4000 are a fair
tradeoff for its remarkable signalprocessing capabilities is something

Phase-Linear 4000 Preamp
Two-channel inputs,

that only a prospective buyer can

4-channel SQ-

decide for himself,

derived outputs with joystick balance
control, $600. Phase Linear Corp.,
405 Howell Way,

Edmonds,

and

the over-all sound -- even with all

component interests you, but
if you would like us to do
full

nor reason to

their locations on the panel),

a

Wash.

on the basis of

whether it is deemed more important
to be able to restore new life to

98020.

sonically mediocre program material

The first of the "new breed" of

or to reproduce top-notch material

ultra-sophisticated, ultra-versatile preamplifiers, this one includes
a rather effective noise suppressor,
a volume expander that enhances current recordings and can bring older

with the maximum possible accuracy.

ones

Fl-M: Citation 14 and 15 Tuners

(including 78s)

to life,

The 4000 cannot do both.
(No manufacturer's comment.)

but

can introduce severe distortion if
not properly adjusted,

FM stereo,

one of the

better semi-logic SO quadriphonic
decoders,

Sample Model 14 #921-0282. HarmanKardon, Inc., 55 Ames Ct., Plainview,

The tone controls are

subtle but very effective,

with meters

nel. Model 14 with built-in Dolby B,
$525; Model 15 without Dolby, $395.

and the requisite input

and output connections (and an appropriate balance control) for 4-channel operation.

solid state,

reading quieting and center-of-chan-

N.

and the

Y.

11803.

These are virtually identical except

*We have already scheduled in-depth

for the addition of the Dolby B de-

reports on the Fulton "J" Modular

processor in the Model 14.

Since it

speaker, the Lynn-Sondek turntable
and, if we can obtain one meanwhile,

is our contention that a Dolby, if
any, belongs in or connected to the

the Transcriptors "Vestigal"

preamp rather than the tuner,

tone

we do

not recommend spending the extra

arm for our next issue.
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$130 for the Model 14 unless you are
absolutely certain you'll never need
a Dolby add-on for your tape recorder
or for

(God forbid!)

Oddly,

Dolby discs.

there are few tuners avail-

able that are priced around the Citation 15's $400,

and not one of

the 15 second only to the Marantz
a hair below

for over-all performance

(selectivity,

sensitivity,

etc.).

A superb tuner! Hopefully, it will
be less trouble-prone than the Citation 11 preamp.
incidentally,

deep bottom and the high end was
rather hard-sounding. (The STM-72
but some dealers have been selling

querra, an SAE Six and an old Marantz
10-B (all costing over $900) ranked
for sound and fourth,

parency was observed but the low end
was notably drier and deficient in

was designed for Ortofon's SL-15E,

them is its equal. In fact, direct
comparisons of the 15 with a Se -

the Marantz,

silky and open. With an Ortofon STM72 transformer pair, the same trans-

(H-K's service,

it for use with the Supex,

even

though it provides almost a 100%
impedance mismatch.)

With the Mark

Levinson JC-1 preamp, the highs were
smooth and open although very subtly
dry, lows were extremely deep and
solid, and the over-all sound was
slightly muddy.
Our personal preference was the
sound from the Supex transformers,

seems to be prompt,

courteous and efficacious.)

but after having listened extensively to the 900E with those transform-

(No manufacturer's comment.)

ers versus good

(but not the best)

samples of the Shure V-15-III and
the Decca Mark V, we are still undecided as to which we prefer. The

Supex 900E Pickup
Moving coil,
0.2 mv out,

5 to 40,000 Hz ± 1.5 dB,
1 to 1.5 grams,

serial number.
Box 5046,

Sumiko,

$125.

Inc.,

Berkeley, Ca.

P.

O.

easy to find one with the kind of

94705.

smooth, easy high end that every
900E seems to have.

With a little less "aliveness" than
the Decca Mark V but superior performance in every other respect,

One thing we can say with confidence, though, is that if you can't

this is rapidly becoming the favorite pickup of perfectionists with

stand the Decca,
Shure,
Supex.
fully;

money to spend. It isn't that the
cartridge is all that costly -- it's
about the same price as a Mark V

CD-4 discs,

and does in fact do a

very good job with them, its elliptical stylus can be expected to cause

the

900E has far too low an output to

rather more rapid wear of the ultrasonic groove modulations than would
a Shibata or a similar tip at the
same tracking force.

feed directly into a conventional
mag phono preamp,

and almost love the

you'll be bowled over by the
But choose your step-ups carethey do affect the sound.

Incidentally, although the 900E
has the frequency range to reproduce

Export model -- it's the stuff that
must go with it that jacks up the
price.
Like the earlier Ortofons,

Supex sounds absolutely luscious,
but a little richer than real; the
Decca sounds more real, but it's not

No

so it must be used

with step-up transformers or a booster preamp, and each offers opportunities for signal degradation.

(Reviewer's Addendum on Page 29.)

With the step-up transformers
made by Supex for the 900E,

its

Audio Research Dual 76 Power Amp

sound was judged to be very trans-

Tube-type,

parent, with a low end that was
clean and solid although not quite

$995. SamAudio Res-

earch Corp., 2843 26th Ave.S., Minneapolis, Minn. 55406.

as well-defined as with the Mark Levinson booster preamp. The brightness
range was somewhat muted

75 watts/ch.,

ples #279211-5 6 279211-8.

(measure-

This successor to ARC's Dual 75

ments showed a 111-dB dip in the res-

closes even more the gap between the
apparently-inherent "softness" (or
"sweetness," depending on how you

ponse between 3 and 8 kHz), and the
extreme high end was gorgeously
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feel about it) of tube-type amplifiers and the "crispness" (or "hardness") of solid-state amplifiers,
yet does so without any loss of the
Dual 75's unsurpassed transparency
and inner detail.
Lows are definitely tighter (than
from the D-75), yet not as dry as
those from solid-state amplifiers.
The result is full, rich and wellcontrolled bass from most dynamic
woofers, although still with not the
concussive impact of a truly highpowered solid-state unit. And some
woofers -- those in the larger IMF
systems, for instance -- still seem
to need a bit more control than the

After having auditioned the currentmodel Dual 76s at length, though, we
can recommend them without reservation for use with any speakers that
don't depend on the amplifier for
controlling an otherwise-floppy
low end or for adding compensatory
crispness to a dull high end.
In other words, for use with the
most nearly-perfect loudspeakers
available today, these are the best
amplifiers we know of. And if 75
watts per channel aren't enough for
your listening requirements, you're
going to have to give up some detail
and transparency by going to a solidstate amplifier.

Dual 76 provides in order to avoid
some apparent under-damping in most

(No manufacturer's comment.)

listening rooms.
Highs, although fairly crisp,
have none of the dryness of transis-

Ohm FSpeaker System

tor amps, and later samples of the
Dual 76 have had none of that oddly
irritating edge at the extreme high
end that we noted in our two first
(pre-production) samples. The result
is an amplifier that surpasses the
performance of the Dual 75 on all

Single-way (crossoverless), dynamic,
Walsh-type transmission - line radiator, 4 ohms, 33 to 20,000 Hz, $400.
Ohm Acoustics Corp., 241 Taaffe Pl.,
Brooklyn, N.

Y. 11205.

We have still not received a pair of
these for testing, which may be a
good thing in view of our feelings

counts and with all loudspeakers.

these days about "updatings."

We did not like the sound of the
first Dual 76s we heard when driv-

(Our

feelings about such are clarified
in this issue's "As We See It.")
We auditioned Ohm Fs in three
audio stores, and came away with

REASONABLY
IMPORTANT
NOTE

five reactions.

In one store,

the

two speakers we heard sounded similar to one another, but not terrib-

Because a good idea is a good
idea regardless of whose idea
it was,weare swiping an idea
from one of our worthy(?) imitators, and arelisting at the
head of each of our reports

bly impressive. Stereo imaging was
extraordinarily good, which has been
the case with every truly omnidirectional speaker system we have heard,

the serial numbers of the components tested. These will in

was rather markedly colored with
a vowell-like "eh" quality, and the

future be omitted only when
the component has no serial

low end struck us as being overly

number or when it was borrowed from a source that prefers
to remain anonymous as far as
the manufacturer is concerned.

to the high end,

but the middle range of the Ohm Fs

heavy and 'way out of proportion
although it did at

least sound fairly smooth.
In the other two instances,

the

two speakers of the stereo pair of
Fs hardly sounded like the same
speakers. Mid-range colorations were

ing electrostatics, mainly because
of their slight edginess, and would

not only marked but different, with
the result that (1) stereo imaging
was impaired, and (2) and it was

have recommended the now-discontinued Dual 75 as the preferred unit
for systems including (or consisting
entirely of) electrostatic drivers.

impossible to describe the sound of
"the" ohm F.
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As far as we can see,

the prin-

adjusting record-head azimuth to

ciple of this system has a great
deal of promise, but dammit,

match the playback-head azimuth),

doesn't

but if it is found that most commer-

anyone debug new designs these days
before going into production with
them?

ercially pre-recorded cassettes
sound dull at the top, play-head
alignment should be checked before
making any more recordings.

(No manufacturer's comment.)

Play head

misalignment will produce misalignment on all tapes made on the machine.

Nakamichi 700 Cassette Deck
AC-powered,
heads,

(No manufacturer's comment.)

separate play & record

dual-capstan, Dolby B,

Nakamichi Research

(USA)

$690.

Inc.,

Dyne PAT-5 Preamp

220

Westbury Ave., Carle Place., N.
11514.

Y.

Two-channel preamp, $289 ready-built
or $179 kit, no serial number.
co, Inc., P.O.
N. J. 08012.

In case you haven't learned this
elsewheres,

the Nakamichi

700 and

the $1100 Model 1000 (with automatic
rewind and dynamic noise limiting)

production prototype of this a quick
run through its paces.
Dyna's done it again!

prepared to state that if you've
never heard a Nakamichi deck, you've
never heard how good cassettes can be.
How good are cassettes on these
decks? As lucidly transparent as a

parency,
ponse.

s/n ratio and transient res-

(which is a helluvva lot more than
anyone could claim for the PAT-4),

extraordinarily good -- sonically
better in fact than most discs re-

the switching facilities are flexible
and well thought out, and the thing
is a joy to use.

(assum-

ing you feed the Nakamichi good
live program material), When copying
from discs or from FM,

there is simply noth-

The tone controls work beautifully

these are

produced by the best pickups

listen, but it appears that this has
clobbered our previous absolute standard, the Audio Research SP-3! And
ing else available that can touch it
for sheer detail, cleanness, trans-

quite as clean on very heavy bass
passages as the best open-reel
In other words,

Our reaction?
We hesitate to

say this on the basis of such a short

for the price,

not quite as

rock-solidly stable, speed-wise, as
the best open-reel decks, and not

machines.

Any problems? A couple. It is more
prone than some preamps to hum under
certain unpredictable conditions

it takes an

extremely good reproducing system
and a pretty sharp ear to detect
any difference at all.

apparently related to ground loops;
reversing AC plugs will usually cure
the hum. And the preamp, when first

Cassette performance like this
makes the choice between cassettes

turned on,

produces a god-awful PLOP

and the open-reel format at 711 ips

that can wipe out loudspeakers.

purely a matter of editing ease. You
can splice a cassette tape, but it

this reason,
times;

takes the hand of an eye surgeon to

the system that may safely have its
AC shut off while its own power
switch
is On. This does not include

Pa.)

who claimed to have found one sample

tape machines and idler-driven phono
units.

in which the playback head was out
of alignment.

the power switch controls only

presumably control the power amplifier, tuner, and anything else in

We've heard only one complaint
about the Nakamichi, from a dealer
in Willow Grove,

For

the preamp is on at all

the switched AC outlets, which will

do it, and the splice is always
audible as a dropout.

(Music & Sound,

Dyna-

Blackwood,

We had but one evening to give a pre-

are undisputedly the best cassette
decks money can buy. In fact, we are

good open-reel deck,

Box 88,

This won't affect the

Dynaco claims that leaving the
preamp on at all times has some benefits other than preventing loudspeak-

sound of cassettes made on the deck
(there is provision on the deck for
7

er blowouts.
condensation,

It prevents moisture

abouts,

which could conceiv-

ably cause some intra-circuit leakage
on the printed-circuit boards,

they are certainly a Best Buy.

These are unique in that the power
supply has a switch to select "Normal" or "Ambiance" (out-of-phase)

and

it keeps the electrolytic capacitors

operation.

charged,

dously increases the spaciousness

which extends the life of

the preamp and ensures the utmost in
stability of operation.
wastage is negligible,

The latter mode tremen-

of the sound, while clearing every-

And power

thing out from inside your head.

even in terms

of today's energy-crisis standards.

you may find that you like it,

The preamp alone consumes about 12
watts per hour, which is less than 2
night lights.

it does provide a quick check on

But if you happen to use a main

phones are acoustically transparent,
which is to say they are designed
for minimal exclusion of outside
sounds.

you

had just better power the PAT-5
preamp from another unswitched AC

Sonically, a very slightly "awk"
coloration, excellent transient res-

source and use the master switch to

ponse,

control everything else in the system.

they take longer to

fire up than does the PAT-5.

Slightly more efficient than most

The PAT-5 is not scheduled for
production until around the end of
1974, and it is hoped that between

electrostatics, and will put out a
clean 97 dB before audible stress
sets in.

now and then Dyna will be able to do

The phones are French, and so are

something about the little problems
we noted.

the instructions.

The hum is something that

formation,

should be controllable via a bit of

lations:

diddling at the time of installation,
but that thunderous PLOP could do

Here,

for your in-

are some important trans-

casques = phones, enceintes

= speakers,

droit = right, gauche =

left. The input connections accept
dual banana plugs; the outputs to

some costly damage. It is also hoped
that production units will sound as

the speakers accept no plug that we

good as our sample prototype did,
because it just could be a new stan-

know of, but you can use clippedoff nails or machine screws of the
appropriate thickness.

dard by which we will be judging all
comers for a while.

sweet and smooth high end,

and fairly deep bass (to around 45
Hz) but subtly muddy in comparison
with phones costing $150 and over.

With tube-type power amps,

you're safe;

and

mike phasing when you're recording
with a single pair of mikes. The

power switch to control your entire
system, and your system includes
solid-state power amplifiers,

Not

a natural listening condition, but

And there are

(Manufacturer's comment on page 30.)

some interesting-looking comers which
are laying claim to the kind of performance the PAT-5 delivers,

includ-

Paoli drIDIAA Power Amp

ing an Audio Research SP-3A. But not
one of them will sell for anywheres

Monophonic,
$250.

near as little as the PAT-5, which

60 watts,
Paoli High

Fidelity Consultants, P.O.

must certainly make it God's gift to

Paoli, Pa.

impoverished perfectionists!

Box 876,

19301.

Sonically comparable to the Audio

(No manufacturer's comment.)

Research line,

this sounds rather

more like a Dual 76

Audiotec Electrostatic Headphones
Push-pull design,

tube-type,

No serial numbers.

(but without the

subtle high-end edge we have observed from some 76s),

30 to 20,000 Hz,

and rather less

like a Dual 75.

$100. Imported by Posthorn Recordings, 185 Avenue C, New York, N. Y.

What do you give up by paying
about $500 less? Audio Research's

10009.

beautiful appearance and premium-

These aren't the best headphones we
have heard, but for $100 or there-

grade parts, plus an established
reputation for dependability.
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Our

(early)

samples were margin-

yet another instance where the per-

ally unstable at low frequencies,

formance of a component is more a

but the manufacturer claims to have
ironed out that little hitch. The

matter of factory setup than of potential, and we are not at all confident
that H-K is getting from the 1000

60M is however still undergoing
some other design modifications

(to

the performance of which it is capa-

improve its sound even further), and
we have not auditioned the latest

ble. H-K has had some changes in management since our 1000 was shipped to

version, but should have something
more conclusive to report in our
next issue.

us, though, so things may have changed.
We hope one change has been towards
tighter adjustment tolerances on the
1000,

(No manufacturer's comment.)

for it could be one of the best

available cassette decks,
of price.

H-K 1000 Cassette Deck
Dolby B,

regardless

(No manufacturer's comment.)

3-position tape selector,

non-mixing mike and line inputs,

FMI "J Modular" Speaker System

$330.

Three-way system consisting of FMI

Sample #J-21229.

Harman-Kardon,

Inc., 55 Ames Ct., Plainview, N.
11803.

Y.

Six electrostatic tweeter,

This is surpassed in tape-travel
stability by most of the dual-capstan
decks available,

but it has the

potential for producing the smoothest
frequency response of any cassette
machine uder $500,

thanks to one of

the most comprehensive equalizationadjustment lineups we've seen.

Each

channel has three equalization adjustments, for (1) the range below 80 Hz,
(2)

the range above 3 kHz,

and

(3)

the range above 8 kHz (the range above
12 kHz is trimmed via the bias settings), and this adjustment lineup is
duplicated in both the record and

Complete system

$1196

per

At the time of this writing
in July),

(late

the best we can do in re-

porting on the "J-Modular" system is
to say that it is still undergoing
improvement.

The original J woofer

is now obsolete,

having been replac-

the system, at least as viewed from
in front. The sound is now quite stu-

so you must

depend on the accuracy of the factory
adjustments. Our sample produced playbacks that were virtually indistin-

pendous, with a mild reservation or
two,

but since more changes are on

the way, we will reserve comment on
the .3-Modular until it appears likely
that the version we report on will

guishable from the input signals at
the high end, but there was a noticeable bass rise that indicated some

still be available by the time the
report is published.

misadjustment of the range below 80
Hz.

types.

stereo pair. Fulton Musical Industries, 4428 Zane Ave. N., Minneapolis, Minn. 55442.

low-end range down to around 20 Hz
(!!) and improves the appearance of

Unfortunately, the unit is not designed to facilitate user set-up (ex-

(Manufacturer's comment on page 27.)

Response was however fairly flat

down to 20 Hz,

Tweeter

samples # 00075 & 00081, Model 80
samples 19043 & 19068, J woofer samples un-numbered pre-production proto-

ed by a larger box that carries the

the play circuits.

cept for Dolby levels),

FMI 80

mid-range and FMI J woofer.

surpassing in this res-

pect the much-costlier Nakamichi decks.
Although our sample performed very
well with chromium-dioxide tape, the
incorrect setup procedure described in
the service manual

(which we assume is

used on the production line) could result in less-than-optimal performance
from that and all other tapes.

Here is
9

Phase-Linear 400 Power Amp
200 watts/ch, $499. Phase Linear
Corp., 405 Howell Way, Edmonds,
Wash.

98020.

This and the higher-powered P-L 700
have a sound that is characteristically their own:

A rather fat,

rich

quality that one normally associates

for 200n balanced out. Samples H 175,

with good solid-state units of con-

176.

siderably lower power

Zane Ave.

(such as the

Citation 12 and the Crown D-60),

and

These unusual-looking mikes are rath-

sure sign of oodles of reserve power.

er awkward to use for music record-

Both however also have a noticeably

ing,

fine-grained or "gray" quality that
(which in turn has a shade

and tangly 15-ft cable.

it does not res-

metal tube,
stand,

but

anything;

All in all, we would judge this

there

is

no

means

it just dangles, with

the mike cable hanging from it. The
mike is claimed to be able to handle
signal levels of up to 140 dB with-

a less successful design than

$100 more),

and an adapter is sup-

for attaching the power supply to

tible period of time to recover.

the Dyna Stereo 400

The mike it-

plied for mounting the mike on a

sustained

bass passages), and takes a percep-

to be

are per-

self is a 1/4-inch button at the end
of a 14-inch-long 1/4-inch-diameter

pond very gracefully when it is over(usually on heavy,

(in a tiny box)

manently tied to the mike via a thin

more of it than the Crown DC-300A).
In addition, although it is not easy

driven

as the power supply and matching

transformer

is substantially less conspicuous in

to overload the 400,

4428

N., Minneapolis, Minn.

55442.

the effortless openness that is a

the 400

Fulton Musical Industries,

(which sells for

but would rate it as be-

out overload, and there is an output
level control for preventing preamp

ing the best solid-state amplifier
in its price class.

overload when the mike is being used

(No manufacturer's comment.)

with very high-level sound sources.
A switch on the control turns off
the 9-volt transistor-radio-type

Beyer M-360 Microphone
Unidirectional
$240.

ribbon,

200 ohms,

Imported by Revox Corp.,

Michael Drive,

battery, and normal battery life is
rated at 1000 hours of on-time. The

Syosset, N.

Y.

155

mike is also claimed to be extremely
rugged and immune to any conceivable

11791.

climatic extremes.

We don't understand the logic of
this. The M-360 is among the most
costly microphones in Beyer's entire

Unlike some other modestly-priced
electret mikes we have tested
Sony ECM22,

line, yet it is not nearly as good,
sonically, as Beyer's own M-260 at
less than half the price.

and

among the very best-sounding micro-

it is superior to the M-260 at the
top, its superiority is swamped by

phones we have ever tested -- surpassing even our long-time favorite

what we felt to be an intolerably

Sony C-37As.

steely, overly-crisp middle-high-end
range.
The M-360 is bettered,

limit somewhat their versatility but
makes it easier to get superb record-

every respect we could hear, by the
little PML DC-21 condenser mike,

ings of most performing groups.
Sonically,

which costs about $80 less for a
stereo pair (including a stereo power
supply)

The FMIs are omnidirec-

tional, more or less, which tends to

in about

deep,

they have fantastically

tight low end,

no perceptible

middle-range colorations at all,

and by the Fulton mikes which

run around $100 less than the

(the

the FMI

pair proved to be identical in behaviour and rock-solidly-dependable
in operation. They also proved to be

It does not

go down as deep at the bottom,

for example),

and

a high end with that combination of

360s

razor-sharp detail and velvety

for a stereo pair.

smoothness that is only obtainable
from good condenser mikes.

(Manufacturer's comment on page 27.)

The one

word that best describes their sound
is natural.

FMI 1400 Microphone
Electret condenser,

These are the lowest-priced mikes

battery-powered,

$160 for 1000n unbalanced out,

we know of that offer performance

$180

and apparent dependability compar-

10

able to that of the best condensers.
They are the best-performing omni-

over the rest of the range is a combination of the best qualities of

directionals we are aware of at any
price.*

tube amps and solid-state amps;
highs are crisp and a shade dry but

(Manufacturer's comment on page 27.)

not at all hard, and over-all transparency and detail are comparable to
that of the very best tube-type amp-

Sequerra Model 1FM Tuner

lifiers. Not only is this a Best Buy,
it is the best solid-state amplifier

Solid-state,

with Dolby B,

12 chan-

nel pre-set buttons plus tuning knob,
$1800. The Sequerra Co., Inc., 71-07

we know of for any price,

Woodside Ave.,

of for driving most speakers. (We
still prefer tubes for electrostat-

Woodside, N.

Y.

11377.

Sonically not quite as lucidly musical as the old Marantz 10B but superior in every other respect, this is
generally acknowledged to be the

and may be

the best amp of any kind that we know

ics.)

And this has the most compre-

hensive lineup of protection devices
for amplifier and speakers of any
available power amp.

Rolls Royce of solid-state tuners.
The fact that there are exceedingly few FM transmissions whose signal
quality warrants investing this kind

(No manufacturer's comment.)

Dahlquist DQ-10 Speaker System

of money in a tuner will probably
not deter the affluent buyer who can-

Five-way with four dynamic drivers

not feel secure unless convinced he

and piezo-electric supertweeter,

has bought the very best.

$395. Dahlquist, Inc.,
Freeport, N. Y. 11520.

The plain

fact of the matter is that,

unless

27 Hanse Ave.,

ultra-high sensitivity and selectivity are required because of a very

Another item that has not as yet

difficult receiving location, the
Harman-Kardon Citation 15 will do

signer tells us he is still working
on the low end). We auditioned a

just as well and sound just as good,
and for less than 1/3 the price. And
we still feel that the tuner is no
place for a Dolby.

pair at the one local dealer we

been submitted for review

could find who had them on demo,

that other speaker designers have
been overlooking, for despite the
multiplicity of driver speakers in

Dyna Stereo 400 Power Amp
200 watts/ch.,

the system,
speaker.

$449 in kit form,

it sounds like one big

There is no awareness of

crossovers or separate drivers

Sample #28341818.

Dynaco, Inc., Coles Rd.,
Blackwood, N. J. 08012.

and

were immensely impressed. Obviously,
Mr. Dahlquist is on to something

(No Manufacturer's Comment.)

$599 ready-built.

(the de-

cept at the low end,

Box 88,

(ex-

about which more

subsequently), and the over-all sound
has a degree of focus and coherence

This rather compact amplifier offers

that is surpassed only by the Quad

about the same power capability as
the Crown DC-300A, with bonuses of

full-range electrostatics, which
don't go as low at the bottom or as

better sound and $100 lower price.

far out at the top.

The low end is not as taut and dry
as the Crown's (it is comparable

Any critcisms? Mainly about the
low end which, although well balanced

to the Citation 12 in this respect),
but has immense impact. The sound

with the rest of the range, seemed
somehow unrelated to it. Bass was a
bit loose and flabby -- which the
upper range was not.

The designer is

* We refer here to mikes that have a

acutely aware of this,

fixed omnidirectional characteris-

working to improve the bottom (Here
we go again:), which is, we are told,

and has been

tic; we are not counting those condenser mikes in which omni is but

why we have not yet received our own

one of several selectable patterns.

samples for testing.
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Even as it

stands now,

though,

these are near

power supply)

the very top in their price class,
and are stiff competition for the no-

these
clean-

est, widest-range mikes we have

holds-barred (and cost-no-object)
Class A "Recommended" systems.
In our opinion,

polar pattern,

are also among the smoothest,
tested.

Our samples differed by about 2

the Quad still

dB in output level but were other-

does a tiny bit better what the Dahlquist does extremely well, but the

wise identical.

Quad is a very difficult load for

ed elsewheres in this issue, which

many amplifiers,

Sonically,

they are

very similar to the FMI mikes report-

and won't put out

is to say they have virtually no

anywheres near the sheer volume of
of the Dahlquist. A tough choice.

sound of their own, but are just tremendously accurate transducers, with
deeper bass response than most $800

(Manufacturer's comment on page 29.)

condenser mikes

(which are apparent-

ly designed to have falling response

Mark Levinson JC-1Preamp

below about 40 Hz).
One precaution: Although you can

Booster preamp for very-low-output
phone, pickups,
powered

solid state,

(2 D cells),

$170.

change the polar pattern while re-

battery-

cording,

Sample #

21 Carriage Drive,

Woodbridge,

it must be done very gradu-

ally or the signal will drop out

1090. Mark Levinson Audio Systems,

completely for several seconds.

Conn.

(It

should be done very slowly for es-

06525.

thetic reasons,

Currently the most popular level-

too,

but that's

another matter.)
Very highly recommended for the

booster for the Supex pickup, this
has truly extraordinarily low noise,

serious live recordist who wants the

and produces extremely clean and

utmost in fidelity and flexibility

open but very subtly grainy highs

but can't afford Sony C-500s.

from the cartridge,

Incidentally, we reported some

very deep,

tight and detailed lows,

but

time ago that the importer had

(in

written us to say there were some

comparison with a Supex feeding
"raw" into an ARC SP-3,
all),

problems with the mike,

hiss and

over-all.

learned that the problems had to do

The choice between this and Supex's step-up tranformers
their own imperfections)

with availability of the mikes,

(with

not

their behaviour or dependability.

is one only

the buyer can make for himself,

and we

dropped them from our Recommended
list because of this. Since then we

a very subtly muddy sound

We

regret the misunderstanding and have

at

reinstated the mikes in Group B.

least until or if someone manages
to produce a boosting device which

(No manufacturer's comment.)

colors the sound even less than
these do.

ESS/Heil AMT-1 Speaker System

(Manufacturer's Comment on Page 29.)

Two-way dynamic with air-motiontransformer tweeter,

PML TC-4V Microphone
Externally-powered condenser,
iable polar pattern
dioid),

200 ohms,

#47748 8 47745.

(oxmi

$275.

var-

Sacramento, Ca.

to car-

Samples

Corp.,
Y.

2492 Merrick Rd.,

Samples

95827.

The samples sent to us for testing
after our rather unfavorable "Quick-

Power supply for

2 mikes $125, 1 mike $100 (w/ 2 20-ft
signal cables/mike). Importer: Ercona
N.

$299.

#D-15079 and 14802. Electrostatic
Sound Systems, 9613 Oates Dr.,

ie" report (based on auditions in
dealers' showrooms) were consider-

Bellmore,

ably smoother at the high end than

11710.

the sizzly-sounding ones we had

The lowest-cost microphones we know

heard,

of with the very professional fea-

rendered obsolete by further im-

ture of remotely-variable

provements before we were able to

(from the
12

but were

(we were informed)

publish the report,
the units to ESS.

so we returned

them as natural as we've ever heard
them reproduced.

A later pair is

expected to reach us any day now.

The tweeter has a built-in 2-way
crossover, but we don't recommend us-

(No manufacturer's comment.)

ing the woofer part of this, because
the tweeter's low-end response doesn't

Audio Research SP-3A Preamp

hold up down to the 1500 Hz crossover

Tube-type, AC-powered,

used for the woofer,

$795.

Sample

4475060-4A. Audio Research Corp.,
2843 26th Ave.
55406.

S., Minneapolis, Minn.

ralleled with the woofer (or a fullrange system with a smooth but dull

This has none of the SP-3's subtle
softness,

tweeter).

and is clearly superior to

it in bass detail and tautness,

Some

(including ours)

doesn't have horn-loaded woofers, and
there isn't one all-dynamic system we
know of that won't be substantially
improved by the addition of the SR-6.*

have a

hair better inner definition than
the SP-3, and a sweeter and yet

This is, by the way, the same
tweeter that (with minor crossover

crisper high end -- very nearly a
straight wire with gain.

Efficiency is high enough to

mate with any dynamic system that

but

it appears that there are some sonic
differences from sample to sample of
this.

and the result

is a mid-range dip. Best results are
obtained with the tweeter simply pa-

modifications) is used in the FMI
"J-Modular" speaker system.

Other sam-

ples have been described as slightly
hard and almost steely at the top.

(No manufacturer's comment.)

We have not had the opportunity as
yet to dig into the cause of these

Southwest Technical Products
Universal Tiger Mk II Power Amp

differences, in the hope of ascertaining how a buyer can pick one of
the better ones, but we hope to have
word on that by our next issue.

Monophonic,

west Technical Products Corp.,

219

And there is still no instruction
manual.

W. Rhapsody, San Antonio,

78216.

South-

Tex.

fier money can buy (grainy, overlydry, with a rather hard high end),

following the

this must nonetheless be counted one
of the best buys in audio today.

serial number.

Where else can you get two 100-watt

(No manufacturer's comment.)

channels for $115 in kit form or
$175 ready-built?

RTR ESR-6 Tweeter
Push-pull electrostatic,

$90.

By no means the best-sounding ampli-

Incidentally, the new version is
still called the SP-3; you can identify it by the "A"

100 watts,

The kit instructions are adequate
for anyone who's built a few kits be-

6-element,

AC-powered, 1,500 to 30,000 Hz, $149.
RTR Industries, Inc., 8116 Deering,

fore,

Canoga Park,

kit or a Heathkit may be a better bet.

Ca.

but if you're tackling your

first do-it-yourself project,

91304.

a Dyna-

(Manufacturer's comment on page 29.)

The finest tweeter we've ever heard,
this seems to embody all of the good
aspects of electrostatics with none

*A few of our subscribers have reported having been told

of their usual shortcomings. There
is no spit, no sizzle, no conspicuous

(by dealers)

that RTR is discontinuing the ESR-6,

beaming "hot spots," and the thing

to supersede it with the ESR-15, and
were authorizing dealers to unload

does not seem to upset some ampli-

the 6s at reduced prices.

fiers that normally find electro-

this,

statics to be a difficult load.

so our advice is,

RTR denies

if a dealer

offers you a deal on a pair of ESR-6

The unit seems to have no highend limit at all -- it just goes

tweeters, think twice before turning
them down. The 15 may be better (we

'way on out,

will be testing a pair soon), but

lending an airy focus

to high-treble sounds that makes

the 6 is excellent,
13

for much less.

keynotes
This column,

which was bounced from

4w.ti.
ranges from a part-time radio-TV

our last issue for want of space,

service job while in college,

is the first of what we expect to be

through consulting positions with

a continuing series.

national and international law-en-

Mr.

Key has

been given carte blanche to write
whatever he pleases here, and his

forcement agencies,

topics in future pieces will range
all over the audio lot.

teaching at the

graduate and undergraduate college
levels, and professional recording

He is, of

for the University of Chicago music

course, anxious to cover topics of
interest to you, so if you have any

department and for record company
CRI.

He is also an amateur musician

ideas for future columns, please

(having studied piano for more than

write to him care of Stereophile.

8 years), and was responsible for

If your letter happens to be the

the design of the modified Dyna Mark

only one received that suggests a

III that is now being manufactured

topic he chooses,

as the Paoli Model

you'll get credit

by name at the head of the piece.
Mr.

60M.

He holds a BSEE and an MSEE from
Purdue University, and is a member

Key is 36 years old and a

free-lance communications consult-

of the IEEE, AAAS,

ant. His experience in electronics

and ARRL.

S

circuits,

ome say that audiophiles today
aren't what they used to be. If

AES,

APCO, IACP

there are many publica-

tions to lead you into that kind of

we wish to be snide about it we can

endeavor.

reply "Of course they aren't;

are not likely to lessen substantial-

The results,

of course,

they're older than they used to be."

ly your desire to own an SP-3 or a

But anyone with a curiosity about

Citation 11.
The reason for this change in

the audio past can see unmistakable
evidence of a basic change in the

audiophile orientation is simple.

average audiophile by perusing copies
of Audio magazine from 20 years ago.

the past,

were considered to be too costly to

The most obvious difference between

be

the then and the now is that,

we have many manufacturers who are

where-

as the audiophile of then used to
build his own gear,

In

no-holds-barred components

"commercially

feasible." Today,

attempting to produce just that type
of "impractical" equipment, and to

the audiophile

the embarassment of those industry

of now prefers to purchase commerci-

skeptics who said it couldn't be

ally-built equipment.

done,

Accordingly, most audiophile pub-

they are actually selling the

lications today concentrate on re-

equipment in quantities that are econ-

views of commercial products rather

omically very practical.

than do-it-yourself construction

fact happening in many "special-interest" fields. Here's how it works.

projects.*

This is in

First the home constructors get the

Bear in mind that I am talking
about state-of-the-art equipment,

ball rolling,

for if you are interested in build-

and then,

beginning very slowly

as the idea catches on,

in a rising wave that finally convin-

ing a $6.50 preamp using integrated

ces some manufacturers that there
*There is a magazine that is devoted

may actually be a market large

to do-it-yourself projects, including some very ambitious ones. It is

enough to support a commercial at-

called The Audio Amateur, and it is
published from 307 Dickinson Ave.,

After this happens,

Swarthmore,

es dramatically because of its ready

Pa.

tempt to respond to the new demands.
the active mar-

ket for such equipment often increas-

19801.
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availability.
born,

And sometimes a fad is

but then,

that's another story.

What I'm concerned about at this
moment -- the top-line audio industry -- is now big business,
the best components
ing exceptions)

are intended to be

if the user does not exercise considerable care and attention to all
A few examples might help to
establish my point. Let's consider

and are sup-

plied with instruction sheets writ-

passive electronic crossovers for bi-

ten so as to be maximally comprehensible by the minimally educated.
Does this mean that there is no longer a need for some technical understanding on the part of the modern

amplifying. To my knowledge, these
devices were the exclusive domain of
the home constructor until about two
years ago, when Audio Research Corp.
began manufacturing them for use
with their Magneplanar speaker sys-

audiophile, who no longer does-itand depends on the Instruc-

tems.

tion Manual to tell him All? Have

They are now often seen in

homes and audio stores. ARC's passive crossovers can be an excellent

all of our problems been answered by
one or another manufacturer? Is it

alternative to a more-expensive ac-

just a question of buying the best-

tive

sounding components and connecting

(i.e.,

incorporating tubes or

transistors)

them together in our homes? Is that

exception,

today's route to sublime sound? I
suggest that the answer to all of

crossover,

yet with rare

they are being used im-

properly and are thus degrading the
sound quality.

the above is a resounding No!
Certainly, the practicality of
building our own components (tuners.
preamps,

hard to come by are also easily lost

the factors involved.

simply interconnected with the

himself,

those last few dBs

so expensive because they are so

and even

(with some glar-

associated components,

lesser equipment;

of signal-to-noise ratio which are

The audible effects

amplifiers and speakers)

has greatly diminished

(although

you will please note I did not say
"vanished"), because the sophistication of today's components is such
as to require considerable knowledge
and test equipment if one expects to
make any notable improvements in
them.

Yet many problems still remain

to be solved before we can say that
the sound we hear in our living
rooms exactly duplicates that of the
original source.
More important is the fact that,
no matter how seemingly detailed the
instructions supplied with them, to-

range from tubby bass to pallid

day's sophisticated components are,
at least tacitly,

sound, and none of it is ARC's
fault. Why? Because these devices
were originally designed to be used

expected by the de-

signers to be used by consumers who
understand the rudiments of what computer people call "interface requirements." Since few of us are interfaceoriented, these sophisticated components are more often used in combin-

only with a very select group of
amplifiers which

(naturally)

includ-

es all of ARC's fine equipment. And
the design parameters for the crossover points specifies that they are

ation with others, or under circum-

to feed power amplifiers having an

stances, which do not allow the user

input impedance of 500,000 ohms.

to achieve the performance claimed
by the manufacturers. It is a fact

That pretty-much rules out any solidstate amplifiers on the market today,
where input impedances may range

that state-of-the-art equipment is
more susceptible to misuse than is

from 10,000 to 100,000 ohms, but
15

there are three kinds of components

rarely above 250,000 ohms.

whose performance is largely dependent on how the buyer sets them up:

If you happen to be one of those
trusting

(or misguided)

souls using

an ARC passive crossover to feed

Tone arms and cartridges,

solid-state amplifiers,

corders,

you may rest

tape re-

The first two

types are usually sold with some
kind of instruction sheet (usually

secure in the knowledge that it is
completely fouling up the sound of
your speaker system,

and speakers.

inadequate, but sometimes giving

and you may

lull yourself to sleep at night

hints to the effect that adjust-

with the knowledge that there isn't
a damned thing you can do about it!

ments may be necessary), but by and
large, when you buy a speaker system,

You could add a 490,000-ohm resistor

all that the instructions tell you

in series with each amplifier input,
and that might indeed cause the

are its impedance,

its power capac-

ity and its inherent superiority to

crossover to cross over at the right

any other speaker system you may

frequencies.

have been misguided enough to con-

It would also cost you

since 10 dB sounds to your ear like

sider buying instead. It is left up
to the buyer to discover for himself

almost 34 dB of signal level,

and

a reduction by half in signal volume,

the

you would probably not be able to put

lation such as phasing,

up with 34 dB.

only choice is a change in ampli-

ment, etc. etc.
I have not mentioned the care and

fiers or a change in crossover net-

maintenance of equipment,

work.

be remiss if I gave the impression

In other words,

your

Audio Research has recognized

the limitations of this product
though it is not really the
the product,

finer points of speaker instalroom place-

but I would

that this was not also important.

(al-

But the foregoing examples should
have been enough to suggest why we

fault of

just the users of its),

and has decided to discontinue the

serious audiophiles must continue

production of their passive cross-

remain knowledgeable and alert to all
facets of audio technology if we want

overs in light of their expanded
line of active crossovers

to enjoy the best of what we present-

(which

ly own.
Now that I have pried the lid off

are much less sensitive to outputload impedance but, inevitably,
have at least a bit more distortion).

this Pandora's box of ills that can
(and often do)

Let's talk about some other, more

beset modern audio

general examples. Did you know that
one of the leading causes of distor-

systems, how shall we minister to
them? We'll sound some keynotes on

tion in FM listening is unrelated

that subject in future coltunns.1111

to your tuner, but is a phenomenon called multipath? And furthermore,
that multipath is often curable, and

How's your artistic bent? We need an
attractive,

the cure takes more time and effort
than money? Did you ever guess that

appropriate,

and reason-

ably-slick-looking headliner for
Walter Key's "Keynotes" column,

the single weakest link in your
entire listening chain could be
your room,

to

we're offering $25 in cash

and

(or a

check, if you distrust the mails),
plus instant recognition, to any of

and that changes in that

can often yield more audible improvement than can an additional $1000

our subscribers whose design we

worth of equipment?
I mentioned that the do-it-

select to head up every one of these
columns. There are no size or pro-

yourself audiophile seems to have

portion restrictions,

vanished from the American scene,
but the situation is actually a bit

predicated on common sense, and we

except those

don't give a damn how you do the
lettering as long as it fits the

worse than that, for there are
many audiophiles today who seem

requirements mentioned above.

There

firmly convinced that the mere pur-

is no deadline on this;

chase of a top-rated component will

lection of the winner will close out

solve all of their problems.

later entrants.

Yet
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only the se-

Record
Reviews
Robert
All

Husson

Saints,'

on

the

Organ

Blackheath.

of Langlais S Vierne.
(Wealdon Studios,
Shipbourne Rd.,

Gilels' clarity here and throughout
the entire performance.

set forth in the closing Presto, and
Gilels consistently maintains a
solid and unforced tone.
The F-major piece is given a
strong reading, and all repeats are

of

observed.

Works

strongly accented, and the concluding
Presto is fast but not rushed. Again,

Pinnacles Cottage,
Kent,

The second movement is tak-

en at a deliberate pace and is

WEALDEN WS-109.

Tunbridge,

The left-

hand rhythmic patterns are cleanly

UK.)

Gilels'

This is one of the three currently-

left hand is remarkable!

The

available discs in Wealdon's London

DG pressing I got was, unfortunately,
less than perfect. There was some

Organ Series.

surface swish as well as some shatter-

Robert Husson plays

these French works fairly well,

al-

ing in treble cimaxes

(with a Decca

though this is the wrong instrument

Mark V),

for these pieces. The Langlais Suite
Medieval is not common on records,

dynamic range of the recording were
excellent.
W.M.

but the piano tone and the

so it is worth having this disc for
that work alone.

The Vierne pieces

have been recorded frequently,
and the familiar Carrilon de West-

Also

30. Berlin Philharmonic,

Op.

Sprach

Zarathus-

Herbert von Karajan, conductor, Mich-

minster really requires a larger
instrument to do it justice.

STRAIJSS:
tra,

ael Schwalbé,
402.

There

is clarity in Husson's performance,

solo violin.

DG 2530-

however.

With Zarathustra,

The sound on this disc is only
fair; the softer passages are fine,

tinues his DG Strauss cycle.

von Karajan conThis

1896 tone poem loosely based on the

but the climaxes sound slightly

Nietsche epic was composed between

muddy. There is also some distortion
and tracking difficulties in the in-

Till Eulenspiegel and Don Quixote.

ner grooves.

what was to become his Mass of Life

(Interestingly,

Surfaces were okay ex-

cept for a few ticks.

W.M.

some three years later, a work whose
text is drawn from the Nietsche
poem.)

BEETHOVEN: Sonata No. 6 in F
major for Piano, Op. 10, No. 2;
Sonata

No.

23

in

Piano,

Op.

57

("Appassionata").

Emil Gilels, piano.

F minor

Delius first began

The opening "Sunrise" theme is
given a "2001" treatment,

for

musical.

fairly clean,

DG 2530-406.

albeit

The opening pedal point is
sonically, and the full

organ heard at the close of the open-

The not-generally-familiar F-major

ing statement mercifully, for once,
is tuned to the same pitch as the

Sonata was composed less than a
decade before the Appassionata,
but they are light-years apart in

orchestra.

concept.

sound that is generally well-balanced
with the rest of the orchestra. I

The former looks back to

the sunny,

Throughout the piece, von

Karajan maintains a luminous string

classical Viennese style,

while the latter broods in a minor

did feel however that the low end in

key and was written for the more

the recording could have stood a modest amount of boosting.

powerful pianos then coming into
use.

Gilels generates real excite-

Schwalbé handles the solo violin

ment in his opening Allegro of the
Appassionata, although his tempo

part in the "Das Tanslied" section

is not terribly fast. In fact, it is
slower than Moravec's on Connoisseur

sentimentalizing,

Society

most effectively and without overand the full or-

chestral sound in the concluding

(S-2000).

"Nachtwanderlied" is really gorgeous.

DG's close-up sound delineates

The dynamic range is superb on this
17

release,

and the review pressing

which might be considered the major

was generally decent. At least one

work on this disc.

Philadelphia record supermarket now

ors provided the English text to the

uses this disc to demonstrate the hi-

poems

fi equipment they sell, having re-

Miss DeGaetani handles them superbly

Various translat-

(included in the notes),

and

luctantly abandoned the old Reiner

for the most part.

recording.

variant of the second stanza of The
Little Mute Boy as printed. The

W.M.

elegaic He Died at Dawn includes a

&REHM: Cycle of Six Songs on
Poems of Garcia-Lorca. Jan De-

double-bass solo in the accompaniment -- not really surprisingly,

Gaetani, soprano. CLARK: Concerto
for Clarinet & Chamber Orchestra. Jerome Bunke, clarinet; Composers'
Brehm,
for

since Brehm is a bassist.

FOLEY:

Saturday

Four

notes.

Pieces

Over-all,

excellent,

Well now,

quiet.

than audible.

one of Trilogy's trilogy.

under a subsidy from the Ford Foun-

presented in a sometimes light-heart-

dation.

The campy notes enclosed
However,

FRANCK 1 Pièce

like this stuff!
John Watts is founder and direc-

DUPRE:

festival of 10 concerts of contempor-

Héroïque;

Carrilon,

LUMENS:

His Signals could become

Priere;

Fanfare

Op.
in

27,

No.

4;

D major;

VIERME: Premiere Symphonie pour
Orgue, Op. 14 (Movements 1, 5,

everyone's favorite party record if
No text is sup-

6);VVII>DR: Toccata

and for a very good reason.

Hear this one!

W.M.

5007.

which has recently presented a May

plied,

they are available

Final, Op. 21; Pastoral, Op.
19. Michael Murray, organ. ADVENT

tor of Composers Theater in New York,

it were better known.

Happily,

in the better record shops.

each composer represented has something to say, and it's not a sin to

ary music.

Surfaces were very

All Trilogy records are recorded

This is contemporary music

will convince you of that.

and the slight warpage

of the review copy was more visible

(They've issued just three discs so

ed vein.

both the singing

and the accompaniment are on a very
high level. The recorded sound is

Afternoon. WATTS:

Signals for Soprano & Chamber
Orchestra. Catherine Rowe, soprano.
Trilogy CTS-1002.

far.)

Only in

Adam does miss DeGaetani seem a
little strained on the very top

Festival Orchestra, Alvin
cond.

She does sing a

ie

Some of the "lyrics"

V,

Op.

ray, organ.

are astonishing, but how many of

42,

No.

from Symphon5.

Michael Mur-

ADVENT 5009.

them you will be able to pick up is

The young American organist Michael

an excellent test for the intelligi-

Murray appears on the Advent label*

bility of your phono system.
The Clark Clarinet Concerto is
lyrical in a mod sort of way and
nicely played by Jerome Bunke.
orchestral support is fine,
members of the orchestra are

playing two outstanding instruments,
one famous,

-

The

in the catalog, both with regard to
the performance and the sound. The

and
listed

organ is that of St. Meinrad Arch-

on a second insert enclosed in the

abbey in Southern Indiana, and was
built there by Father Eugene Ward,

jacket.
The Foley Four Pieces are inoffen-

O.S.B. This is truly a superb instru-

sive and recorded with good, clean,
natural sound. According to the composer,

the other about to be.

The Franck disc is one of the finest

*Nothing to do with Advent Corp.

"Each piece involves the use

in

Cambridge, Mass. In fact, since both
firms are now in the music-recording

of a different technique and a different set of instruments." Now you

business,

know!

a copyright conflict here.

The ubiquitous Jan DeGaetani

there might conceivably be
Advent #

1, are you aware that Advent #2 exists, or vise versa?

turns up again in the Brehm Cycle,
18

ment

in abeautifully reverberant set-

ting.

Most of the works,

together for a total of $8.98 (postpaid if remittance is enclosed with

if not all,

are thrice-familiar to organ buffs.

order)

Murray performs admirably except for
some overly-literal phrasing in

Commerce Park Rd.,

spots.

W.M.

BAX:Symphony No. 5 in C Sharp
Minor (1931 - 1932).London Philhar-

The recording -- a so-called comstereo,

monic Orchestra, Raymond Leppard,

but I haven't heard it decod-

conductor.

ed yet.
The other disc

(5009)

MHS-1652

was recorded

in San Francisco's Grace Cathedral,
notorious for its 7-second reverb.
must admit that the huge,

heavy bass

Rather than repeat it ad nauseam

to separate the direct sound
As it is

all that roar coming from the

in

every

review,

stating

once,

here,

there

is

There is however some

tween

a domestic

in

while

in

ship
you

Both may however be ordered

Also:

who

suggest

it.)

Enlightening

and

embarand

cynical comment on the hi-fi pa-

12 issues bound together

rade.

See why

nation among junk manufacturers.

It's 226 pages of solid au-

dio information and entertainment,

our first issue caused such conster-

without one page of ads.

(We

Read the

The cost is

$25, and since we only printed 1000
of them (and won't reprint again), we

Stereo-

don't know how long the supply of

on components that are

still considered classics.

dealers
We

last
of

rassing letters, polemics,

set on 815-by-11 pages,

original in-depth reports,

a list

a

viscous-damping in a tone arm

iginal format -- type-

phile style,

(Our

is still the best way to go.

In its or-

were the first to do this).

from

record

im-

worth-

Here It Is!

Our reprint of Volume

in a soft cardboard cover.

an

it

consult

At Last—
all

it's

better

Europe.

overseas.

of

the

be

buy

contained

English

Both discs are available at better
record shops at a list price of

to

US,

ordering

issue

trifle and that Widor warhorse.

the

if

be-

European-

likely

the import.
If you can't

are

pressing

its

equivalent,

is

dealer

forgotten all about the Lemmens

a choice

released

port

pier, though, had Murray recorded the
complete Vierne Symphony and just

and

we

that

sound
on

good playing that comes through all
that thunder. / would have been hap-

that is.

ever

something

space between two speakers is a bit
disturbing. Reduce the bass or try

I,

completed

cated it to Sibelius, and its first
performance was conducted by Sir Thom-

disc is not identified as a quad ver-

headphones.

(1833 -1953)

his Fifth symphony in 1932 and dedi-

faithfully captured are a detriment
to the music. Perhaps quad decoding
would help here (even though the

from some of the reverb.

MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY

(From Lyrita SRCS-58).

Sir Arnold Bax
I

and the billowing reverberation so

$5.98.

Oh.

May we have the Franck Chor-

patible Quad SQ -- sounded fine in

now,

23366

Cleveland,

44122.

ales next?

sion)

from Advent records,

Learn how

this collector's item will last.

to write your own deceptive hi-fi ad,

So

what to do about disc mis -tracking,

if you want one, send your check or
money order now to Volume I, Box 49,

why hi-fi experts disagree,

Elwyn,

and why
19

Pa.

19063.

as Beecham in 1934.

Have any of our

should be familiar to record buyers.
Somewhat controversial among purists

major orchestras ever played it? Not
to my knowledge, aild after over 40
years, it's about time. At least we

for his versions of works of 16th and
17th-century composers, Leppard can
always be relied upon for a musical

have it on disc now, in addition to
"The Garden of Fend" and "Tintagel."
Lyrita has even more Bax in their
catalog.
By now, Raymond Leppard's name

performance that has life and breath.
The London Philharmonic plays beautifully under Leppard's direction in a
fine acoustical setting.>

The Society for the Preservation of the American Musical Heritage, Inc. still has
in print many rare recordings of American music of all periods. Karl Krueger is
the Founder and Director, and conducts the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra on some of
the discs. A detailed catalog listing the recordings available (for 86 per disc)
may be obtained from the Society at P.O. Box 4244, Grand Central Station, New York,
N.Y. 10017. It is ironic that, as in the case of Columbia's Black Composers Series, many of these recordings had to be made in England. elAnother catalog worth
investigating for unusual repertoire is that of Cornell University, These band
and wind ensemble performances range from barely adequate to superb, depending on
the forces available during the particular year of the recording. The "Silver
Crest" custom pressings are by Golden Crest, and seem to be rather better than
much of their regular product. The jackets are identical, and pieces are identified
merely by stuck-on copies of the record labels themselves. Shabby! CUWE-10 fails to
identify Healy Willan as the composer of the Royce Hall Suite. But if you're interested in some rare Percy Grainger, Vaughan Williams, etc., write for an order
form to the Band Office, Lincoln Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 14850. •
Yes, Virginia, there are a few record shops around the country with interested
and knowledgeable staff and management. One of the best is Liberty Music Shop,
417 East Liberty St., Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108. Phone (313) 662-0675.
Mr. G. Mauerhoff, the manager, will give his personal attention to your most difficult wantlist, including imports. • Beware of mail-order houses that claim to supply "any
and every label." No dealer, to my knowledge, carries every label, and some of
the clubs that have claimed to do so have proven to be virtual rip-offs. Record
Club of America, sued on behalf of 799 complainants, agreed to "modify" their ads.
Saturnian Record Club declared bankruptcy and moved from New York City to Connecticut, leaving hundreds of un-filled orders. National Record Plan, another firm
whose advertising seems to promise you anything, also has a less-than-spectacular
record for service. After months of waiting, you may receive a credit slip saying
"Discontinued; do not re-order same number," while a collector friend of yours may
have just received from them the very same record(s) you were told are unavailable.
Mlng Karol is very good on many items, but they don't carry everything either.
Motto: Know your dealers. • Schwann could render a service to US disc collectors
by printing the addresses of all the firms whose records they list. The Gramophone Classical Record Catalogue manages to get most British record companies
listed. Many of the smaller domestic (US) labels are never found in even the
largest record shops here, and are therefore almost totally unavailable. Yet recordings from direct-mail manufacturers like Musical Heritage Society, which are
not listed in Schwann, are often easier to obtain than ones that are. (Oddly, MHS
cassettes are listed in Schwann.) If we all knew where to obtain every disc we
wanted, perhaps the industry plaint that classics don't sell would be abandoned
for the myth that it is. The customers are there but the distribution isn't. Should
the small record company not have direct-mail-sales facility, it could at least
refer the customer to a dealer who stocks the product. End of sermon!
W.M.
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Perhaps the

rhapsodic nature of

BEETHOVEN:

this symphony and of Bax's output in
general can be gleaned from this

ata

No.

quote

from the

No.

3.

ary":

"Bax's

are his

1954

"Grove's Diction-

two main characteristics

feeling for poetic beauty of

line...and his use of a kind of harmonic arabesque,
to enrich his

texture." MHS has appar-

faithfully.

The

and the

("Spring");
for

"Se

Kempff,

lower

strings here and throughout the work

in

Op.

30,
Wil-

DG 2530-135.
F major,

and

in

Op.
G ma-

Piano,

F major

vuol

paino.

A

violin;

Rondo

Violin

Variations

Yehudi Menuhin,

movement has moments of particularly
fine brass sound,

5 in

No.

9 in

G major,

Sonata

art's

first

8 in

Yehudi Menuhin,
piano.

jor

No.

("Kreutzer"); Son-

helm Kempff,

24

constantly varied,

ently reproduced the original Lyrita
sound quite

Sonata

major, Op. 47

on

ballare,"

violin;

K-41;
MozK.

DG 2530-205.

Both of these resissues from DC's

have a clarity and definition rarely

complete set of Beethoven violin-

heard on a recording.

piano works are disappointing.

Balances

throughout are excellent also.

A high-

is very fine

indeed,

ly recommended disc and a good intro-

painful at times.

duction to Bax.

scratchy,

Incidentally,

there was a good ar-

His attacks are

ally uneven

(Spring Sonata),

passages are rushed.

ary Stereo Review,

and you can

sound DG provides

out more

composer from the

find

this

and some

A pity,

is good.

for the

On paper,

looks like a strong duo,

but

book

"Arnold Bax," by Scott-Suther-

Menuhin's best days are past.

land

(published

faces on my Spring Sonata were

Sons Ltd,

1973 by J M Dent

London).

&

W.M.

Kempff

but Menuhin is

staccato notes are rhythmic-

ticle on Raymond Leppard in the Februabout the

40.

Wilhelm

noisy.

Sur-

Davyd Booth

Some Anniversaries of Note
BORN loo YEARS AGO, DIED 20 YEARS AGO
Charles

Ives

edly-dramatic piece that usually

(1874-1954)

fails to come off.

No longer rarities in
hall or on records,

the concert

Ives's works

have been cranked out in all kinds

String Quartet No.
Op.

tial

Country"

"The Celes-

This superb

single disc from a boxed set de-

which fills a gap

voted to Schoenberg,

the Ives discography.

Berg.

Webern,

and

It fills a gap left in the

DG catalog by the deletion of a

BORN 100 YEARS AGO
Franz Schmidt

1 in D minor,

7 on DG 2530-329.

performance is reissued on a

has recently appear-

ed on CRI S-314,
in

not always satis-

The cantata

try the

new La Salle quartet doing the

of performances,
factorily.

For a complete-

ly different Schoenberg,

fine performance by the New Vienna

(1874-1939)

String Quartet

This neglected composer is poorly
represented on disc,

but

(DG 139-360).

BORNISOYEARSAGO

the fine

Anton Bruckner

Symphony No. 4 in C major performed by Zubin Mehta and the Vienna

(1824-1896)

More and more Bruckner is

turning

Philharmonic can be heard on Lon-

up on concert programs of our

don CS-6747.

major orchestras.

Preiser has issued

Lots of Bruckner

some chamber works on discs avail-

has been recorded,

able in

Jochum's set of symphonies on

the US from Bremen House.*

and we like

Deutsche Grammophon very much.
Arnold Schoenberg
1

(1874-1951)

A

sleeper is Helmuth Billing's

A towering giant of 20th-century

gorgeous performance of the "Mass

music,

No.

like it or not!

There has

2 in E minor" on Oryx's "Three

been a spate of concert perform-

Centuries of Music"

ances of

A Survivor from Warsaw,

The latter is available in England

Op.

the past

and Canada and in some stores in

*218 E.

46

in

86th,

year,

New York,

N.

a supposY.

label

the US that carry imports,
ing Sam Goody outlets. •

10028.
21
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•

(3C-320).

includ-

Quickies
MOZART: Piano Concertos Nos.
3,

K.40;

175.

4,

K.41;

Geza Anda,

and

5,

These early works here enjoy sunny performances by

K.

Anda and his Salzburg forces.

piano and

certos

director of the Camerata

porary composers.

Academica of the Salzburg

something to show off his

Mozarteum.

The more

DG 2530-330.

The

3rd and 4th con-

are merely arrangements by Mozart of contemMozart's

substantial K.

fast three-movement

father,

Leopold,

11-year-old son

175,

needed

in

in the usual

1767.

fast-slow-

format again shows Anda to ad-

vantage in a nice dialog with the orchestra,
performs robustly in all three works.

SAINT-SAENS:
in C minor,

Symphony No.
Op.

78

3

This

("Organ").

is

the

same performance enthusiastically re-

viewed in the

last issue,

City of Birmingham Symphony

is a disaster,

Orchestra,

sound

Louis Fremaux,

is

but Klavier's remastering

which is unusual

thin and deficient

cond.;

Christopher Robinson,

In other words,

organ.

¡(LA VISA KS-526.

404)

of this.

Q4TWO-404

This

Pieces by

Fauré,

Tournier,

froid,

and Hasselmans.

Renié,

the vinyl

is about the

Gode-

in a fine acoustic!

has been

shortage,

interest
discs

is

that

sus-

the cardboard

3-day work week.)

What a warm,

No twanging here!

this

is one of the

the

lovely sound
Many of the

selections will be new to all but harpists.

VIER KS-525.

(TWO-

finest recorded performance of

solo harp I've heard yet.

¡(LA-

The

for a while but produc-

(and of many other discs)

shortageand the aftermath of the

"Susan ¡McDonald Plays the

label.

insist on the EMI Studio Two

pended because of

Romantic Harp."

for this

in both bass and middles.

(An SQ quad version of the EMI --

-- was available

tion of it

which

Also of

first commercial

to have been produced via the DBX noise-reduc-

tion system

(as opposed to the usual Dolby),

a special version of the disc
DBX encoding still on

it,

and

is available with the

so that playback with the

special decoder will reduce the disc surface noise.
Musically and technically delectable.

SCHUBERT:Sonata
Op.

42,

D.845

promptus,
Carol

Op.

in A minor,

for Piano;
90,

Carol Rosenberger's Schubert performances are quite

Im-

good.

D.899.

Rosenberger,

This

is her third release on Delos and her

most successful.

piano.

The piano sound is better than on

her previous Delos

DEWS DEL-15313.

some hardness.
room,

recordings,

It could be the

but it's not her touch.

but there

is

The biggest obstacle

Miss Rosenberger has with this recording

is

midable competition from Kempf and Krauss.
ing of the A-minor Sonata can stand

MOZART: Lieder,
Mathis,
Klee,

soprano;

piano;

mandoline
heit"

(in

K.349)

Vol.

1.

Edith

Happily,

Bernhard

Takashi

DG

lists

Ochi,

Miss Mathis,

this collection as

but there

'Volume

Klee,

Miss Mathis'

companiments.

The

husband,

22

Re-

listed in

Bernhard

DG gives texts and
yet manages to

illustrated catalog of their

"Best of Operas - Choral Works - Leider."
with it and enjoy the singing!
i

1."

provides exemplary ac-

sound is good.

translations but no notes whatsoever,
provide a 24-page

for-

items sung by

is only this disc

Schwann as a full collection of songs.

DG 2530-319.

the

Her read-

it.

cital-goers will recognize many of the

"Die Zufrieden-

still

instrument or the

Put up

tope
A-to-Z Recorder Setup
Concl.)
Before performing the adjustments
described here,

reel of the tape you will be using

it is essential that

for your most-demanding recordings,
and if there is a Tape Selector

the recorder's playback circuits and
recording bias and levels be in
proper adjustment.

switch, set this to the approporiate
position.

Playback setup

was described in the issue dated
Spring/Summer (1) 1973, and the

Connect the audio oscillator to
the Left-channel

first steps of record-circuit addated Summer/Autumn

(2)

1973.

Limited

numbers of both issues are still
available for $1.75 each.

the machine recording, set the monitor switch to Tape, and adjust the

(if ad-

Left-channel record volume until you
obtain the previously-noted reading
on the VTVM. If the Left-channel VU

If the recorder's VU meters read

meter does not now read Zero dB, adjust the Meter or Meter Cal screw

only the input signals while rethere will be an adjustment

until it does.

for either record level (which was
covered in part 2A of this series)
or for meter calibration,
for both.

Now repeat Steps 11 and 12 for
the Right (B) channel. Then proceed
to the Record Equalization.

but rarely

If there are no Meter or

Meter Cal adjusting screws,

skip this

section and proceed to the Record
Equalization.
U.

(A)

the 500-Hz tone,

output and set

and reset

the digital counter to 000.

Load on the

for about 15 seconds,

Record

then rewind

the tape to 000.
Without changing the playback

Adjust the VTVM range or

volume, play the 500-Hz tone you
have just recorded, and note the

the recorder's knob-operated playback level control (as distinguished

VTVM reading.

from a screwdriver-adustable one)

If this does not coin-

cide with the previously-noted reading, adjust the Meter or Meter Cal

until the VTVM yields a reading near
the right-hand end of the scale.

screw slightly in the appropriate

Make a note of the reading.
Remove the test tape,

adjust the Left-

VU meter reads Zero dB,

standard test tape, set the recorder
to Play, and reproduce the Zero-level
test tone.

For recorders which do not have

channel recording level until the

its range switch to read between 1
and 3 volts full-scale.

13.

provision for off-the-tape monitoring while recording, start record-

Connect the VTVM to the record-

er's Left-channel

If the recorder does not have a

toring from the tape while recording,

justable at all) will have been
done as part of the playback setup.

cording,

12.

proceed to step 13. If there is offthe-tape monitoring facility, start

On recorders which are capable
of VU-metering their own playback
meter calibration

Line input and

separate playback head to allow moni-

VU Meter Calibration

levels,

(A)

set it to a frequency of 500 Hz.

justment were described in the issue

direction and repeat step 13

load on a

until

a recording made at Zero dB on the
23

VU meter produces the previously-

VTVM reading changes when the

noted VTVM reading on playback.

tor switch is operated,

Now repeat steps
the Right

(8)

11 and

channel,

13

left-channel Record Equalization

for

screw

then proceed.

20.

set it for the most-often

switch positions by adjusting a Re-

Connect its output

to the Left-channel Line

f you were able to obtain iden-

tical VTVM readings in both Monitor

used speed and set the audio oscillator to 500 Hz.

until the readings

in both positions of

the Monitor switch.

If the recorder operates at sever-

al speeds,

(if any)

are the same

Record Equalization
14.

Moni-

adjust the

cord Equalization screw,

input and

the VTVM to the corresponding output.

Step 22.

go on to

If your recorder has no ad-

justment for Record Equalization,

15.

the adjustment provided has

If the recorder has no Tape Sel-

ector switch,

quate range,

load onto it a sample

If there

carry out Step 19 as

described but adjust instead the

of the tape you used for adjusting
bias.

or

inade-

appropriate Bias screw until

is a Tape Selector,

the

use first the best kind of tape the

VTVM gives the same reading in both

machine will accept.

positions of the Monitor switch.

(Ex.:

Chromium

Now go on to Step 22.

dioxide on machines with Cr02 setting,

cobalt-doped "high-energy"

tape on others with a Tape switch.)
Set the Tape switch (if any) to the

21. Set the digital counter to 000,
and record the 10 kHz signal at the

appropriate position,

reduced level

ing,

start record-

and adjust the recording

thereafter.

level

for about 15 seconds

Switch the oscillator to

to a reading of Zero dB on the Left

1 kHz and make a note of the counter

VU meter. Adjust the VTVM sensitivity to obtain a reading on it near

reading.

more and make another note of the

the right-hand part of the scale,

counter reading.

and make a note of the reading.

tape to 000 and start playing

1-7/8

go on to Step 17.

Then rewind the

Adjust the VTVM range

ips

it

if neces-

sary to obtain a reading as close to

(which includes all cassette recorders),

seconds

back.

If you are setting up a machine
that operates only at

Record for about 15

center-scale as possible,

If you are

working with a recorder operating

note of the reading.

and make a

Watch the digit-

at 3-3/4 ips or higher tape speed,

al counter until it reaches the point

proceed as

where you switched the oscillator to

follows:

1 kHz,

16.

level to obtain a VTVM reading 1/6

If

go on to Step 22. If they are different, adjust the Left-channel Record

that of the previously-noted reading.
Then go on to step 18.

17.

then note the VTVM reading.

the two VTVM readings are the same,

Reduce the oscillator output

Equalization screw and repeat Step
21 until the VTVM reads the same at

Reduce the oscillator output

10 kHz as at

1 kHz.

(If the recorder

level to obtain a VTVM reading of

has no adjustment for Record Equaliz-

1/10 that of the previously-noted

ation,

reading.

has inadequate range,

16.

carry out Step

21 as described but adjust instead
If the recorder does not have

provision for monitoring
tape while recording,
21.

or the adjustment provided

the appropriate Bias screw until the
VTVM gives the same reading at

from the

go on to Step

10 kHz

as at 1 kHz.)

If it has monitoring provision,
22. If there are Record Equalization

proceed as follows:

adjustments controlling other parts
0.

of the audio spectrum,

While recording 10 kHz at the

reduced level,

flip the Monitor

switch back and forth and observe
the readings on the VTVM.

sweep the

oscillator through the entire audio
range

If the

(at the same recording level)
(To page 28)
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Manufacturers' Comments
On Equipment Reports
In This Issue

boom it for a distance of 4 feet
from the stand, using the screwtogether extension pipes. Combining
the mike and supply would produce a
package too heavy to boom in this

FMI J-Modular Speaker

way,

While it is true that we have
made quite a number of changes in
the 3-Modular system since it was
first brought out,
Mr.

we should remind

Beyer M-360 Mike

Holt that he suggested making

many of the changes.

We certainly propose to check

Under the cir-

thoroughly the M-360s you tested,

cumstances, we cannot understand why

soon as they are returned to us,

he seems as disgusted with the fre-

we,

quent changes as he does.
We can however assure him,
Stereophile readers,

and

M-260s

If there is a credibility prob-

say is,

cannot understand why they

(which are of course hard to

beat when it comes to value for the
money).

Modular design has now been finalized.

too,

as
for

compared so unfavorably with our

that the J-

lem with that statement,

and would require a convention-

al heavy and costly counterweighted
boom pipe.

As you did not explain to your

all we can

readers how you tested the M-360s

just wait and see.

(presumably your tests were subjective rather than instrumented),

FMI Mike

it is difficult for us to comment

In response to suggestions from

meaningfully at this time.

other users, we have already (1) gone
to a shorter (4 ft.), heavier cable

labs indicate that the M-360 is the
most perfectly-cardioid of any of

between the mike and power supply,
and (2) have added a spring-loaded
clip to the power supply,

However,

polar patterns from Beyer Dynamic's

the Beyer mikes. Front-to-back discrimination ratio is 25 dB at 180

enabling it

to be fastened to either a 5/8" or
7/8" mike-stand pipe.

Hz, and frequency graphs indicate
better performance at the top and

We do not plan to combine the

bottom ends than the M-260.

mike and power supply in a single
unit, for one of the advantages of

example:

30 to 20,000 Hz,

For

±2.5 dB

for the M-360, and 50 to 18,000 Hz,
±3 dB for the M-360. 111>

the separate mike is the ability to

Why Not?
If you subscribe to our views,

why not subscribe to our magazine?

Our undercover investigator tells us that there are still thousands
of you clods out there who borrow each issue from friends,

and to

you we say "Shame!" Freeloading may be very In these days, but when
a report in the Stereophile can save you from $10 to $1000 by
steering you away from junk and toward the best buys for your money,

isn't it worth a measly $7 to help keep this worthy rag in

business? We're accepting ads from dealers, but subscriptions are
still almost our entire source of support.

Without that support --

and that means your support -- there will be no more Stereophiles
to borrow or to buy. So don't just sit there on your freeloading
fanny; do your bit to sustain the only hi-fi publication that is
as critical of reproduced sound as you are, if not moreso. So send
us your subscription today. There's a handy-dandy little coupon on
the next page that can be clipped out of the magazine without
taking any of our deathless prose
25

(except for this) with it.

Clips

The frequency-response curve for

M-360s have given us some rather

the M-360 does show a rise of ap-

spectacular tapes.

proxi.mately 3 dB from 1,500 Hz to
9,000 Hz, which might explain why

very natural in their sound, and while

you found the middle and high end

we find the roll-off to be extremely

too bright.
perience,

However,

We find them to be

the bass does roll off to some extent,

in our ex-

smooth and,

in an acoustically diffuse

as a result,

very easily

equalized."

environment one quite often needs

Under the circumstances,

we at

this rise to compensate for the

Revox would like to invite any of

loss of sonic detail. The other
reason this characteristic was built

Stereophile's readers who might be in-

into the microphone is that,

terested in hearing the M-360, or
indeed any other Beyer mike of their

as the

result of a challenge issued to us

choice,

by a world-famous manufacturer of

local Revox/Beyer dealer,

condenser mikes,

we wanted to prove

to make contact with their
because it

that a dynamic ribbon mike could be

is clear that on a subjective basis,
specific microphones are going to

as good as a condenser microphone in

be liked by some people and not by

every respect.

others.

As a result,

the fre-

quency-response printout of the M-360
was tailored specifically to match
one particular model of condenser

REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM

mike.

vantage of our ability to have the

Condenser microphones are,

course,

We don't like to take unfair ad-

of

known for their very bright,

last word, but some of the foregoing
statements do require clarification.

steely sound.

First,

As one final check on your com-

we wondered when we tested

ments about the M-360, we contacted

the M-360s,

one of the top recording studios in

how Beyer can claim a frequency res-

and we still wonder now,

the (New York city) area who use a
number of M-260s and a considerable

ponse of ±2.5 dB from 50 to 18,000

number of M-360s.

response curve that is up by "approx-

Hz for the M-360,

Their comments

and then show a

were "The M-260 does not have the

imately 3 dB from 1,500 Hz to 9,000

top-end performance of the M-360.

Hz."

However,

it is extremely good value

for the money,

Second, while some people may

and we use them almost

exclusively for voice recording.

"know" that condenser mikes have a

The

"bright,

steely sound," people who

Subscription Coupon
All subscriptions are for 4 issues only,
$7 in the USA or to US possessions;

$8

at the following rates:

(US currency)

to Canada;

$9 to other foreign countries. Limited quantities of the back
issues dated Winter (4) 1971/72, Summer (2) 1973, and Autumn (3)
1973 are still available for $1.75 each.
ing,

(Despite the strange dat-

these were all published within the past 14 months.)

available now

(At last!)

of our first 12 issues.

Also

are copies of our limited-edition reprint
See the ad on page 19

Is this a first-time subscription

[J

for details.

or a renewalp?

4/3

Name
Street
City

State_ Zip Code

I enclose $25 additional for the Volume-1 reprint[p.
Mail check ormoneyorder to: Stereophile,Box 49, Elwyn, Pa. 19063
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think about the matter for a moment

recording engineer.)

must recognize that such a sound is
not accurate, whether encountered in

satisfied,

a condenser or a dynamic/ribbon that
is designed to sound like such a condenser. It seems to us self-evident
that any microphone (or any other
transducer)

Intrinsic qual-

ity is academic if the buyer is not
and we can report that

buyers of the M-360 are usually very
satisfied with its performance.

SWTP Universal Tiger Il

which is purposely de-

signed to deviate from flat frequency

This particular model was discontinued as of this Spring. After all,

response must have intrinsically
lower fidelity, by definition, than

the design was nearly 5 years old.

one designed to be as linear in res-

"Tiger B," which uses the complement-

It has been replaced by the

ponse as possible.
Finally,

ary differential circuitry and 100%

it is pointless to argue

with a recording studio

(or with any-

one else, for that matter) on the
matter of what they feel sounds best.
That the studio in question admitted

booster preamp made by Audio Research Corp., and our impression on

We acknowledge the excellence of
the M-360's cardioid pattern, but

the basis of that brief listen was

if a mike sounds as colored as the

that it combined the best qualities

who cares if it sounds that

of the Supex transformers and the
Mark Levinson JC-1 preamp, with the

omni or figure-8?
The

imperfections of neither.

M-260 is a more natural transducer
than the M-360, for a much lower
price.

Supex Pickup Addendum

tunity to audition the Supex with a

sound than in fidelity.

We'll stick by our guns.

.01."

since it was written we had an oppor-

are more interested in "spectacular"

way in cardioid,

last year on the "Tiger

No manufacturer's comment was received for the Supex report, but

a preference for the mike with the
hot high end suggests only that they

M-360,

push-pull circuit that we introduced

The ARC booster was a prototype,
which is not in production and may
never be. If it does become avail-

And isn't naturalness what

this whole business is all about?

able,

MANUFACTUR'S ADDENDUM

as good as we thought the prototype
was, that might be the one to get.

TO REVIEWER'S ADDENDUM

and the production samples are

Incidentally, would you believe
it is a solid-state device?

It is unfortunate that Beyer's
specification sheets do not clarify

Dahlquist Speaker

the point about the 2.5 vs 3 dB frequency response figures,

for you are

We are very pleased with your

not the first to have been confused

initial impresàions of the Dahlquist

by them. For the récord, though: The
frequency-response curve shown on

concur with your criticism.

DQ-10 Phased-Array loudspeaker,

each of Beyer's data sheets is the

glad to report,

design center for the microphone.

however,

and

We are

that the DQ-

the data sheet indicate the maximum

10 is currently being supplied with
a new woofer of our own manufacture,
which corrects the low-end discon-

deviation from the response curve
that is normally permitted in pro-

tinuity you detected.
We intend to submit this new ver-

duction. They are, thus,
production tolerances.

sion of the speaker for a full report

The dB limits cited in the text of

figures for

in the near future.

We will not argue the taste of
the recording studio, either. We

Mark Levinson Preamp

will just point out that the test

We investigated your criticism of

of any product is the extent of

the JC-1's sound,

user satisfaction that it provides.

reducing its distortion even further,

(And in the case of a recording

resulting in a slight but audible improvement in detail and openness, and

studio,

satisfaction must extend

to the record buyer,

not just the

and found a way of

a simultaneous reduction of noise to
27

an even lower level.

Cheap*

The only thing

(from page 24)
and adjust these for flattest over-

this cost us was a slight increase in
battery drain.

all -response.

If there are no other adverse effects to the change
up to date),

(none have shown

lator output be dropped to 1/3 of
its present value, which would make

the modification will be

made in all future production of the
JC-1,

(Measuring above 10 kHz

at 1-7/8 ips requires that the oscil-

it 1/30 of the VTVM reading that corresponded to Zero-dB level.)

and owners of the previous ver-

sion may have theirs modified by the

23.

factory at a nominal charge of $20.
We will send you a modified version
for a retest as soon as one is avail-

(or Bias)

adjustments

for the other tape speeds, go on to
Step 24. If there are, proceed from
Step 15 for each of the other speeds,

able.

Audiotec Headphones
The

If there are no separate Record

Equalization

from fastest to slowest.

"unknown" plug for the output

24.

connections from the power supply is
a standard Amphenol type that has

switch,

been in use for years in the US as a

ation

loudspeaker plug in console radio/

other settings,

phonographs.

again for each of its other settings
in turn.

They are supplied with

each set of phones.
Since you did not mention the very
light weight of the headset, we will

215.

point out that they are several

If there is a Tape Selector
and separate Record Equaliz-

(or Bias)

Finally,

adjustments for its
proceed from Step 15

connect the VTVM and the

oscillator to the Right-channel
output and Line input, and proceed

ounces lighter than the Stax phones,
which have a reputation for being
among the lightest perfectionist-

*Most VTVMs have a dB scale,

quality phones available.

in

which case you ignore the actual scale values and merely count

Serving music lovers in

the calibrations below the point

Fairfield County. Connecticut and

of maximum output.

I.e.,

from +2

to -1 dB on the scale represents

Westchester County. N. Y.

a drop of 3 dB.

THE A UDIOPHILE.
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B EDFORD

S TAMFORD.

If there is no dB scale,

I
NC.

dB is full output
age scale)

S TREET

-3

(on any volt-

multiplied by 0.7

C ONNECTICUT 06902

Exit 7or 8on Turnpike.
from Step 14.
That completes the entire record-

8A84 AMERICARD
(203) 348.3551

MASTER CHARGE

er setup procedure.

GECC

ADDENDUM

AUDIO RESEARCH. CITATION,
ADC, INFINITY. IMF,
SAE. PIONEER, [PI.
KEN WOOD. AR

(and others
should have

from that which we described.

Here is

the revised procedure:

THORENS. TEAC. DUAL.

After the step establishing the

JANSZEN, TECHNICS, DYNA

rotational direction of the bias

and many more

Thursday

that cassette recorders
operating at 1-7/8 ips)

their bias set in a manner different

SHURE. SONY. MARANTZ,

Open

: Since Part 2A of this

series was written, we have learned

screw

(Step 7),

keep the oscillator

at the 10-kHz frequency and -20-dB

Daily 10 to 6.
until 9p.m. or by appointment

level (1/10 of Zero level), and adjust the bias current to obtain the
maximum playback level from the 1028

During the last 15 years opus one has been the headquarters for
state of the art music systems in western Pennsylvania.
Most of these years we engineered and meticulously installed a great stereo
system composed of the Marantz 7C preamp and Marantz 9A power amplifiers
driving the KLH model 9 full range electrostatic loudspeakers. Currently we
have been recommending that a person interested in the best sound available,
to visit our store and hear a full Audio Research stereo system.
These
amazingly lifelike systems are made up of an Audio Research SP3 preamplifier,
the EC-3 electronic crossover, the Dual 50 and 75 power amplifiers, and the
new Audio Research Magnaplaner Tympani 1A or Ill loudspeakers.
Our
capable, full time service department thoroughly checks out every Audio
Research unit before delivery to the customer. Our staff knows the proper
adjustment and positioning of these components to ensure the optimum results.
It is worth a trip to Pittsburgh to hear your own recordings reproduced with
a startling improvement in realistic definition. If you would like to make an
appointment, please call 412-281-3969.

During the last 15 years opus one has designed reasonably priced
music systems that were inspired by the state of the art equipment.
Very early our research team evaluated the reasons why the state of the art
equipment sounded superior. The desirable properties of very wide and smooth
frequency response, wide dynamic range, low distortion, transparency, and lack
of enclosure sound were also the goals that we wanted for our low and medium
priced systems. So we have always worked hard to imitate the state of the art
sound with our $340 to $1500 stereo systems. We constantly search among the
thousands of reasonably priced components to find the few that produce
natural sound. Components meeting this requirement have been selected from
loudspeakers by Advent and Dahlquist; amplifiers and preamps by Crown,
Citation, and SAE; receivers by Marantz and Kenwood, turntables by Braun,
PE, Phillips, and Rabco; cartridges by Shure and Decca; tape recorders by
Advent, Sony, and Tandberg. With these tools we can engineer stereo systems
that approach the state of the art sound for your listening room and budget.

opus one
"where you leave alittle smarter than when you came in"
Downtown Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222, 400 Smithfield
Oakland, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222, 3519 Forbes

412-281-3969
412-621-9777

kHz tone.

Then increase the bias cur-

rent until the 10-kHz playback level
drops to 0.7 times
maximum output.

(3 dB below)

its

although still recommended by

is a difficult and inaccurate app-

The EMT TSD -15 -- A Dark Horse?

you'll join us on

A German component dealer, Manfred Raab (of Transaudio, in Stutt-

(for

gart),

violin and piano,

and a full symphony orchestra,
amanuensis,

told us during a recent visit

to the US that the best pickup he

in

knew of was one made by the German
EMT firm, best known here as a manu-

honor of the US visit of Frederic
Delius'

We have been

future."

at a concert involving

soprano and piano,

It is also claimed

promised one for testing "in the near

quency is very broad and smooth.)

broadcast)

100% efficiency.

fiers are striving for.

roach because the "peak" at that fre-

a live-recording assignment

a high-powered

amplifier that is claimed to approach
to have the transparency and detail
that the best vacuum-tube ampli-

many cassette-recorder manufacturers,

In the next issue,

(also called pulse-

width-modulation):

(Adjusting for peak' output at 1000
Hz,

first consumer product using pulsecode modulation

Eric Fenby.

facturer of artificial reverb devices for recording studios. Raab
characterized the EMT pickup as hav-

Miscellany

ing the "aliveness of a Decca and
the tracking ability of a V-15-III."
We didn't even know EMT made pickups, and we certainly haven't heard
of any of them in the US. Does any
reader by any chance happen to have

DistortionlessTope?
A couple of issues ago,

we men-

one of these? And if so, would he

tioned some rumors we had heard about

be willing to loan it to us for a

a new and virtually distortionless

week or so for testing? We would

magnetic recording system that was

be most appreciative,

in print.

currently under development "somewhere in Europe." Well, some light
has been shed on the subject, but

3rd -Class Mailing

the source is Japan,

we are being forced to abandon 1st-

Because of the inflation squeeze,

which is hardly

"Europe."
Several readers sent us copies of

class mailing of all new US subscriptions, and will be mailing by 3rd

articles and technical papers about

class instead.

a "pulse-code-modulation" tape recording system under development by
Nippon Columbia,

which promises to

will then cost you an additional $2.

be almost completely noiseless and
distortionless.

PCM,

by the way,

The subscription

price will remain at $7 unless you
insist on 1st-class mailing, which

is

At Last! The Noiseless Disc

a form of digital recording whereby
the incoming signal is used to vary

Dbx, the other noise-reduction
firm, has done it again, this time

the width or duration of a series of

with a system for obtaining 100 dB

regularly-spaced pulses that resemble

of s/n ratio from discs.

square waves.

The resulting PCM sig-

and it is simply astonishing!

nal impulses,

being either On or Off,

splitting crescendos rising from a

We heard it,
Ear-

can be amplified by a relatively sim-

background of total silence!

ple switching device.

not detect any signal degradation at

Imagine,

Linc Mayorga and His Dis-

at all,

We could

but will have a better idea

tinguished Colleagues from a master

of that aspect of it when our test

tape!

sample decoder (and a selection of
the specially -- and absolutely in-

Heresy!

PCM Amplifier
Speaking of PCM,

compatibly -- encoded discs)
Infinity Systems

arrives.

This gadget could change the

has announced what is apparently the

course of hi-fi history!
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The DKL LABORATORY "ULTRA DEFINITION" Tonearm I
"Lttill1111r,

Put ateam of professionals
órir Ou'rSidel.i i
• inventors of the world sonly
"ULTRA DEFINITION" record
playing system
• designers of various modifications
to current and classic components
for attainment of "ULTRA
DEFINITION"
• orginators of the unique DKL
"CLIENT INFORMATION FILE"
designed to Provide anew standard

—
through consulation
analysis & engineering
DKL Laboratory
will give your
sound system
"ULTRA DEFINITION"...

of personal service
• specialists in sound system
analysis -design -equalization
• franchised dealers for all "STATE
OF THE ART" components

!ADO RATOR_Y
for personal consulation & inquiries

co//(301) 6478918

convenient evening hours 8 to 11 p.m.

Post Office Box 683 Severna Park, Md. 21146

—

noiseless quadriphonics from 8-track
cassettes? Or discs cut at 10 dB below present levels,

6000 pickup,

which some users are

reporting to be as clean as the
Supex and as alive-sounding as the

but with 40 dB

lower noise nonetheless?

Decca Mark V.

Owners of earlier-model dbx devices

The other,

from a

Japanese firm that calls itself

will not however be pleased to learn
that the new system will not decode

Micro International, is an electrostatic headset that (according to

their old dbxed tapes.

Draper)

The decoding

is better than the Stax SRX

systems are different.

that we've been rhapsodising about,

And Now, the Tympani IIIA

we've gotta hear.

and costs substantially less.

Those

And will.

There's a new version of the Tympani

Unrecommended Boo-Boo

III speaker system from Audio

Research which is claimed to provide
much-improved transient response (the

Our listing of
ponents"

major weakness of the previous III).
We've heard it,

"Unrecommended Com-

in the last two issues in-

cluded the Infinity 2000A speaker
system which, as many readers were

it is much improved,

and is now comparable at the high

gleeful to point out,

end to the best dynamic tweeters.

as a "Recommended" component for some
time. Okay, so we goofed. It should

A report will appear in the next
issue.

had been listed

not have been in the "Unrecommended"
list. Our apologies to Infinity.

Goodies to Come?
Super-Cassettes from Advent

From John Draper at EPI comes
word of two new products that might

Advent Corp.

in Cambridge,

Mass.

be of considerable interest to per-

has just unleashed another pace-

fectionists.

setter on the audio market:

announced

One is the recently-

(as of this writing)

B&O

fully-duplicated
speed)

prerecorded cassettes on

chromium-dioxide tape.

CREATIVE AUDIO

Care-

(at slow duping
Our first

reaction, on a quick listen: Sonically equal to average commerciallymade open-reel tapes,

(For Music Lovers)

with noticeably

less hiss than from non-Dolbyed openreel ones.

We have equipment not only to
reproduce sound to perfection,
but also to reproduce the complex waveforms of Music. Let
us demonstrate our equipment
and you be the judge. We are
dealers in the following:

Cleaner than but not as

transparent as most discs,

and course,

entirely free from pops and clicks.
More details in the next issue.

"Vestigal" Hoopla
We too are immensely curious

Fulton Musical Industries SAE - Speakers & Amplifiers

about the recently-announced Transcriptors "Vestigal"* tone arm, and

Decca/London -- Cartridges

will test one as soon as possible.

Speakers & Amplifiers

& Arms

We're skeptical, though. The ads
tout its vanishingly low mass, when

ADC - Cartridges
Shure - Cartridges

& Arms

IMF - Speakers

in fact this is very low only in the

Connoisseur - Turntables

vertical plane.

Transcriptors -- Turntable

of pivot friction or rattles, which
were the undoing of a similar design

& Vestigal Arm
and other excellent
components

from Pickering over 20 years ago.

for the

Pivoting right behind the cartridge

discriminating listener.
221 Mohawk Ave. (Rte.
Scotia, N.Y. 12302
Phone 1-518-393-6828

5)

No mention is made

makes warp wow inevitable.

OPEN
Mon.-Fri. 1-9

*Incidentally,

Sat, 1-6

nomer.

And fin-

"vestigal" is a mis-

What the manufacturer obvious-

ly meant was "vestigial." Look it up
in the dictionary.
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THE

WEST

IT'S

JONAS MILLER
STEREO

CENTER

OUPD
QUM 33 corroi uni
OUP9 303 oovvon cmorion
QUM FM3 senco urnon
QUM ciocroscLic
ioucsoecKon
ALSO COMPONENTS BY...
AUDIO RESEARCH, MAGNEPLANAR, NAKAMICHI,
SUPEX, LEVINSON, TRANSCRIPTORS, OHM,
QUATRE,

STAX,

CROWN,

ORTOFON,

DECCA

ESS, TECHNICS, SHURE SME, DAHLQUIST, ETC.

WE SHIP ANYWHERE PREPAID AND INSURED!
8719 Wilshire Blvd. (1 Block East of Robertson Blvd.)
Beverly Hills, Ca. 90211
Area 213 659-1707

ally,

corder's inputs.

it is stylus mass rather than

tone-arm mass that keeps clean-track-

the A-77,

ing forces above 0.5 grams.

set to MIC HI

And in the case of

the Input selectors must be
(impedance).

Incidentally,

Enlarged Foreign Mail
If you ever mail
cassettes or
overseas,

bear in mind that

most solid-state tape recorders have

"talking letter"

unbalanced Low-Z inputs,

but cannot

be switched to provide High-Z load-

3-inch open-reel tapes

ing,

you'll be interested to

so it is not possible to convert

know that the special plastic mail-

them for balancedIow-Zinputs without

ers

using special

sold for domestic use

longer acceptable
ing.

are no

Overseas mail must now measure

at least

31
2 by 51
/
2
/
inches,

"talking

letters"

1:1-ratio isolation

transformers.

for foreign mail-

US Tope,VihereArellou?

so your

Does anyone have any information

should now be sent

in an envelope of at least that size.

about what happened to U S Tape

Its probably a good idea,

Products,

though,

to use a plastic mailer inside
envelope,

to protect the

tape

the

which used to be at

1350

Penobscot Bldg., Detroit 26, Mich?
They produced record-filing labels

from

which,

damage.

although not as comprehensive

a system as Old Colony's,
and easy.

And besides,

were useful

I have their

labels on a third of my discs!
Dean Bekken
1767 Second Ave.
San Diego,

Ca.92101

We have no idea of their whereabouts,
and don't even know if they're still
in business.

Why Balanced Lines?

fusion,

I am considering the purchase of

ing the price
of the

for the

puts are unbalanced.
what

(if anything)

Stereo Tapes.

it is worth paySonys

in view

fact that the A-77's mike

Where to Tuck Your Cables

in-

I am sure you are only too well

My question is,

is

aware of the clutter that

lost when one

side of a balanced-output mike

U S Tape was not the

as UST and subsequently became Ampex

for use with my Revox A-77,

and am wondering if

that

Incidentally, we
lest there be con-

United Stereo Tape which was known

a pairof Sony C-500 or C-37P microphones

Maybe one of our read-

ers can help you.
should point out,

line

cords

and audio cables can make behind a

is

grounded at the

recorder input? Also,

component cabinet.

can the Revox's

low-impedance mike

strategically-placed drawer pulls
can make ideal cable-routing brack-

inputs be

rewired in any way to take

advantage of the balanced mike out-

ets.

puts?

illustrated,
J.

six to ten

If you choose suitable ones
for example),

cables

Mich.

can be routed through them

very easily.

It is of course advis-

give less

able to run audio cables and AC

hum interference when recording via

cords through different sets of

long

"guides."

Balanced-line inputs will
(over

50 ft.)

mike lines.

(as

they

won't stick out very far and the

Mark Rottschafer

Wyandotte,

Well,

That

Another good way of keeping
cables under control is by tying

is the only advantage.
You can get balanced Low-Z inputs

them together in bundles,

to the Revox (or to any other recorder having High-Z inputs) by the use

and an

easy way of doing that is with sec-

of suitable matching transformers.

tions of 5/8-inch inside-diameter

These are available from Shure Bros.,

plastic tubing,

and must be located right at

pet stores.

the re-
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available

from most

This should be split

833 PARK ROAD NORTH
WYOMISSING, PA.19610
(215) 376-4917

AUDIO RESEARCH
A&D
DAHLGUIST
B& 0
SHERWOOD
DUAL
QUAD ESL
SONY
MARANTZ
DYNACO
ORTOFON
THORENS
RE VOX
TANDBERG
SHURE
H-K CITATION
IMF
SENNHEISER

AC

CABLES
AUDIO

CABLES
POWER AMP
TO

open longitudinally

With scissors)

SPEAKERS

Down on Ignorance
As a neophyte hi-fi enthusiast,

so that wires can be inserted or
removed without having to pass the

I

impassable plugs through the tubing.

am occasionally put off by your seeming intolerance of ignorance. So

Each section of tubing will accomo-

what's wrong with not knowing? If my
standards are high in the pursuit of
fidelity,

isn't that what really

matters?

Barry Cohn
Brooklyn,

N.

Y.

/t isn't ignorance that we are intolerant of;

it's stupidity -- par-

ticularly the kind of institutionalized stupidity that prompts a major
equipment manufacturer to produce a
date up to 5 AC cables or 8 phono

"professional" input mixer equipped

cables.

with phone-jack microphone recept-

Incidentally,

acles.

is there any truth

to the rumor that Harman-Kardon is
Koss/ARC Hookup

coming out with a steel-belted

The Koss ESP-9 headphones have a

radial tire for the Rabco ST-4 play-

common-ground circuit at the power

er? You might investigate this.

supply, and the Audio Research Dual
75 (and 76) has its zero-ohm output

John Philpott
Dolton,

Ill.

connections floating at below-chass-

Your cable-controlling ideas look

is potential and involved in the

good,

feedback circuitry. Under the circumstances, is it possible to con-

but we would add something to

the drawer-pull arrangement: An ex-

nect both the phones and the loud-

tra pull or two as a "takeup" for
surplus footage, as per our diagram.

speakers to the Koss power supply,
so that its speaker/headphone selector switch can be used? And if so,
how?

Robert Hillis
Philadelphia, Pa.

No problem at all.

Connect the Koss

power supply to the Dual 75 in reverse -- that is, with the supply's
Harman-Kardon denies the rumor,

+ or Hot leads going to the amplifier's 0-ohm terminals, and the

characterizing it as being just as
baseless as the rumor that they were

- or Gnd leads going to the ampli-

going to add snow treads and ice

fier's 4-ohm taps.
If the speakers call for a 4-

studs to the wheel.
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Transcriptors Vestigal
Audio Research

THE

Magiseplanar
Infinity Full-Range ESL

Engineers,

Dayton-Wright

Inventors,

Crown International

College Instructors

Decca EXPORT Prods.

and Musicians

AT

IMF Studio/Monitor IIIA
BBC Rogers/Spendor
Ortoion/Supex /Grace

Bouni

Cub

,

B&O/Microacoustics
Quad Acoustical/E'SS
Stax ESL /DBX Pro
Linn-Sondek
Technics SP-10

ARE

Sequerra/Mclntosh
Dahlquist/S. Marantz

providing a new standard

JBL & Altec Professnl

for excellence

Gately/Tauam

in sonic reproduction

BY

FMI/RTR/Nakamichi
Revox A-700 Series
Tandberg/Braun

offering their clientele
the following exclusive
professional services

Custom Rabco
Damped SME
The Infra Woofer

HAND-PICKED PREMIUM cartridges, turntables, microphones
PRECISION ALIGNMENT of tape recorders and tuners
for minimum IM/phase distortion,
CUSTOMIZATION, ASSEMBLY, ADJUSTMENT of phono systems
for maximum fidelity and minimum record wear
LISTENING ROOM design, acoustical treatment,
loudspeaker positioning from your drawing
CALIBRATED environmental equalization 21 ±1dB AT YOUR EARS
ALL SHIPMENTS prepaid and fully insured

FACSIMILE REPRODUCTION Lives ONLY at
MUSIC it SOUND LTD.

11 /
2
1
Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090
(215) 659-9251

Authorized In/Out Warranty Service Laboratories

ohm source,

they may then be con-

different from American equalization?

nected directly to the power supply's
speaker terminals.

Charles Martin

If the speakers

Orchard,

are 8- or 16-ohm units, connect one
75's 8- or 16-ohm taps
is called for)

Neb.

To answer them in order:

wire from each speaker to the Dual

1.

(whichever

It is possible that one or

both of our suggested PAT-4 modifications could improve the sound of

and the other wire

from each speaker to the + terminals
on the power-supply's speaker-termin-

some other preamps,

al strip.
Here's what this will accomplish:

knowing the exact circuitry of a

With the speaker/phone selector in

guess as to which units would be

the Phones position,

susceptible thereto.

given preamp,

connections

but without

we couldn't hazard a
Thus,

we

would definitely not advise trying
the modifications on any other
preamp.
2.

We have three objections to

so-called loudness-compensated volume controls: They are usually poorly
designed,

they are rarely used prop-

erly when they are well-designed
(resulting in boomy, muddy bass),
and they just duplicate the action
of a well-designed tone control system anyway, and are thus superfluous.
3. European recording companies
0

AMPLIFIER

0 4 8 16

OUTPUTS

use the same RIAA disc-playback

• o
16

characteristic that American compan-

8 4 0

ies are supposed to but don't.

The

will be made to the phones via the

major US firms "fudge"

the frequency

common-ground circuit which you have

response of their discs in an effort

connected to the amp's common 4-ohm

to compensate for the real or imagin-

taps and via

ed deviations of most home phono-

the isolated circuits

which are connected to the floating

graphs from the RIAA playback curve.

4-ohm terminals. The speakers will
be permanently connected to one pair

Do Cats Hear More?
Maybe this question isn't exactly

of the amplifier's Hot terminals,
but the speaker/phone switch will

in your field of expertise,

break the other

may be able to dig up an answer of

(0-ohm)

connection

sorts.
I have noticed that when I play

to the speakers.
In the Speaker position,

the iso-

lated circuits to the phones
the amp's 0-ohm terminals)

but you

certain types of musical material,

(from

particularly loud massed-violin

will be

interrupted and switched over to the

passages and soprano voices, my

speakers,

Siamese cat's ears flick back and

thus connecting them be-

forth continuously.

tween the amp's 0 and Hot terminals.

I cannot hear

anything amiss in the sound,

but

since those are two kinds of signal

PAT-4 Modification, Etc.

which might be expected to cause

I have several questions that

cartridge mistracking, I am wondering if the cat is hearing distortion

might be of interest to other readers too:
1. Can the modifications you des-

that I am oblivious to.

Which raises

cribed for improving the sound of

another question,

the Dyna PAT-4 be applied with simi-

is the upper limit of a cat's hear-

lar results to other preamplifiers?

ing range?

2.

What is your objection to loudIs

What

Paul Duncan
Berlin,

ness-compensation controls?
3.

by the way:

N.

J.

A cat's auditory sensitivity is vir-

European disc equalization
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Electronic Workshop
has •
.
BIM MO. Bose.
Citation. Crown. Dahlquist.
Decca. ESS. Infinits
Kenwood.
Nakamichi. Ohm.
Phase Linear. Rec. Quad.
Revox. SAE. Sequerra.
Tandberg. Technics.
Thorens.Yamaha...
and more.
WE
HAVE SUPERQ
U AD

You know these names. Not aclunker among them. They are the state of the
art in audio. They have achieved akind of perfection—so much so that only
the most sophisticated listener (in the most sophisticated surroundings) is able
to distinguish between many of them. We provide the surroundings. You
provide the listening. Our State of the Art Room is aunique acoustical
environment, designed for the critical evaluation of top-rank components.
You'll find it's an experience.
Systems from $425 to $10,000.

I

Free de, ripin. ePer,iti ,re
IT S AN AUDIO ENVIRONMENT

DEPT. S 10 EAST 8th ST., NEW YORK CITY 10003

o

12121 473-0140

tually identical

to that of a human

the ad after FMI had notified them
that the speaker was getting a good
report in that issue.

from 25 Hz up to around 4000 Hz, but
above that, the cat's acuity becomes
progressively better until, at 15000
Hz, the cat has almost a 14-dB advantage. We could not find documented
information about a cat's upper
limit, but the figure of 30000 Hz
sticks in our mind from somewhere,
and some strictly unscientific experiments of our own with a cat, an
oscillator, and an electrostatic
tweeter, tended to confirm this.
So, your cat is almost certainly
hearing more distortion from discs
than you hear, and there's a good
chance that that is the reason for
the ear-twitching. You might try
the same musical passages at the
same listening volume but with some

Foreign-Disc Imports
Thanks for the enlightening and
provocative "Tin-Eared Americans" in
your last issue and the list of British record dealers. I have two questions, both suggested by a comment in
the April '74 High Fidelity ("Too Hot
to Handle"). Their reply to a reader
explained that, if you try to import
a foreign record whose brand name is
copyrighted by a different US manufacturer, our customs inspectors have
the right to confiscate the record.
Is this true? And if so, is the
law actually enforced?
David Kemp
Riverside, Ca.

other preamps and power amps. You
may learn something of significance
about electrical distortion.

It's true, they do have the right to
confiscate any such recording, but
rarely have they been known to excer cise this right with the small batches of purchases made by private collectors. Only when such importation
is done on a large scale, for resale
in the US, are the customs likely to
step in and quash the operation.

201 Heodswitch
Advent Corporation's comment on
your report on their 201 cassette
recorder said that a later version
than the one you tested had an improved head which gave smoother bass
response and longer life, but there
was no mention of when that change
was made in the recorder. How can I
tell whether a 201 I buy has the new
head in it?

A Word from the Acidic Underground
Regarding your crack about hi-fi
philistines in the last issue
("Growing Pains," page 34), I agree

Lew Robertson
Orange, N. J.

with you on all points but acid rock.
What many people fail to realize is
that "acid rock music" is composed
and performed while "under the influence," and should be heard and jud-

Advent tells us that the change
was made with serial number 20,000.

Compromised Integrity

ged under the same conditions. Since
we all know that is illegal, and the

The acceptance of dealer ads

Stereophile is run by straight and
legal people, I suggest you stick to
areas about which you are knowledgeable and leave the "rock" where it
belongs
underground.
David Kirsten
Los Angeles, Ca.

should not necessarily compromise
your integrity, but when you praise
an obscure and conventional speaker
to the skies and run a dealer ad in
that same issue headlining said
speaker... Well, it looks suspicious.
Robert Malanchuk
Columbus, Oh.

We do our best to ignore acid rock,
but it just won't lie down. Every
month brings at least one letter from
some acid-rock freak, blaming us because his own listening habits burned out a pair of loudspeakers that
we recommended.

If you distrust us, nothing we can
say is likely to change your mind.
In truth, though, the report on that
obscure and conventional speaker (we
assume you meant the FMI 80) was
written first; Music S Sound placed
40

LISTEN:
music is olive ono well at
back door eereo
FULTON MUSICAL INDUSTRIES SPEAKER SYSTEM
EXCLUSIVELY IN THE SOUTHEAST
PLUS
A tasteful selection of fine audio products
including
AUDIO RESEARCH
[SS
SME-SHURE
STAX
A.D.C.

IMF
ORTOFON
THORENS
DYNACO/MOD KITS
TOMLINSON

BRAUN
DECCA EXPORT
CITATION
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
MAGNEPLANARS

We offer professional assistance in planning or changing
your Audio System -our exceptional testing facilities insure
that your equipment delivers optimum performance.

Atlanta's Only State of the Art Audio Shop

back door 3tereo
674Ñ493

2065 PIEDMONT RD, N.E.

ATLANTA, GA 30324
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FMI
FMI Model 80s

-

FMI Model JWoofers
FMI Model J"Tower" Systems
SHIPPED FROM STOCK PREPAID & INSURED

1tPD

11/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251
HEWLETT-PACKARD test equipment, Model
330BR Distortion analyzer, will sell
un -opened from factory repair, and will
include service invoice. Model 212A
pulse generator, in unknown condition.
Model 410BR VTVM, complete with test
probes, in unknown condition. All units
come with service manuals. Will sell
lot for best offer, and will be shipped
COD by UPS where possible.
Alan Durrenberger, 7 Bedford, Fort Walton Beach,
Fla. 32548.

Audio Marl
All ads submitted for "Audio
Mart" must be accompanied by a
remittance calculated on the
basis of 100 per word for private insertions or 200 per word
for commercial insertions.

"Records in Review," 1971, 1972, 1973;
Blume: Music In Classic Era; Mitch
Miller records, send for list; Scotch
tape clips; Advent MPR-1 preamp.
Bruscolini, 9585 Sierra, Fontana, Ca. 92335.

FOR SALE

RASCO SL-8E with Music & Sound modifications, AR turntable, $240. Rabco ST-4,
cover, $100. Ortofon M-15E, $35. Southwest Technical headphone amplifier, $40.
Pfeffer, 147-04 84th Ave., Jamaica, N. Y.
11435.

ACOUSTECH 10 full-range electrostatic
speakers with amplifiers, $700 or best
offer. Lester Keene, 120 Gary Lane,
Cocoa, Fla., 32922.
AUDIO RESEARCH Tympany I-U Magneplanars
$600. ESS Translinears $300. Guaranteed
as new. (404) 233-5210.

MAGNEPLANAR T-IU (Off-white grille), mint
condition! Am moving, must sacrifice:
$675.
Bob McCoy (918) 288-0811, after
6:00 EDST.

Thousands of early rare Rock & Roll,
Rhythm & Blues, Rockabilly, Blues, C&W
-- 45s and 78s.
Mike Valle, P.O. Box
538, Springfield, Va. 22150.
KLH Nine, 3 pairs, like new. $650 per
pair, rated A by Stereophile. Ed Gately,
57 W. Hillcrest Ave., Havertown, Pa.
19083. (215) 449-6400.
AUDIO RESEARCH MAGNEPLANAR IU speakers,
Soundcraftsmen 20-12 equalizer, best offers.
J. O'Connell, 22 Bremond St.,
Belleville, N. J. 07109.
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FACTORY-REBUILT KLH NINE (2 panels),
$1050. JBL Lancer 101s, $600 per pair.
Richard Moulding, RFD Box 352, S. Deerfield, Mass. 01373. (413) 247-5870.
KLH NINES, perfect, $850; Sony DIS -3000,
Rabca SL-8, $250. Robert S. Waite, Box
2876, Duke Medical Center, Durham, N. C.
27710. (818) 383 - 5928.
SAE MK I preamp with case, immaculate,
$400.
Grant Lyddon, 121 W. 48th St.,

Kansas City,

Mo.

64112

(816)

931-2332.

BACK ISSUES of Stereophile: Vol. 1 No.
2 (Nov-Dec 1962), Vol. 1 No. 4 (MarApr 1963), Winter (#4) 1967, SpringSummer (#1) 1967, Summer-Autumn (#2)
1967, Autumn-Winter (#s 3 and 4) 1967.
$10 for the lot, or best offer above
that.
Eugene R. Raup, 26 New Coach Pl.,
Willingboro, N. J.
DYNACO STEREO 120, factory wired, Koss
ESP-9 phones, KLH 41 open-reel Dolby
tape deck, $60 each. John Master, 30
Sampson Ave., Lake City, Pa. 16423.
(814) 774-4403.
HEATH AR-15, Large Advents, Dual 1019
or 1218 w/ cover, Shure V-15-III.
Bob
McCoy, 1100 Buckinham Rd., Greensboro,
N. C., 27408. (919) 288-0811 after 6:00
EDT.

WANTED
RCA LC-1A or LC-1B speakers.
Kabrisky, 1840 Stonewood Dr.,
Oh.

Matthew
Dayton,

45432.

Marantz

7 preamp,

mint

(tube)

only.

Fred Gibson, 1814 Blake St., #3,
eley, Ca. 94703. (415) 849-3248.

Berk-

10 YEARS FROM NOW I will still buy
Marantz tube 1 or 7C preamp, 2,5,9,8
or 8B power amps and electronic crossover. Havid Harms, 918 E. Armour Blvd.,
Kansas City,

Mo.

64109.

ANY BACK ISSUES of Stereophile for the
last 4 years up to the present. All
pages intact and readable. Name your
price.
Michael Eddy, 317 4th St., Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266. (213) 379-

R3J

Canada.

(204)

889 - 0513.

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS-- ALL TYPES.Definitive booklet describes applications;
how to improve all types of speaker systems; $5, credited toward first purchase.
HUNTINGTON ELECTRONICS, Box 2009-S, Huntington,

Ct.

06484.

EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL! Specialists in
pre-recorded open-reel tapes. Latest
releases. Dolby, quadriphonic. Discounts, "Reel News." 96-page catalog,
$1. BARCLAY-CROCKER, Rm. 857D, 11 Broadway,

NYC

10004.

BAY-AREA AUDIOPHILES: Compare by submasters 1:1 from Mark Levinson's 30-ips
master tapes. AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIONICS,
BRAUN, CONNOISSEUR, CROWN, DECCA, DYNA
CO (Modified), FERROGRAPH, FMI, FIDEL- ITY RESEARCH, GRACE, KEITH MONK, LINNSONDEK, MAGNAPLANAR, MICROACOUSTICS,
MARK LEVINSON, NAKAMICHI, PANASONIC SP10, PHILIPS, QUINTESSENCE, RADFORD, RTR,
SAE, SHURE, SEQUERRA, SUPEX, TANDBERG.
Garland Audio, 2960 Stevens Creek Blvd.,
Suite D, San Jose, Ca. 95128.
MAIL TRADE-INS ACCEPTED!! Tell us what
you want and what you have for a speedy
quote. Infinity Sound Systems (The
Natural Sound), 525 N. 76th St., Omaha,

0983.

Neb.

19-inch rack mount for Marantz 10B.
Cash plus 15-inch original panel in
mint condition.
Richard Kaplan, 911
83rd St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11228. (212)

ORTOFON-SUPEX CARTRIDGE OWNERS -- Our .
Micro-PreamP outperforms any transformer.
Free literature. HUNTINGTON ELECTRONICS,
Box 2009-S, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

680-2291.

DEALERS

PERFECTIONISTS take note! Fulton speakers offer the most natural sound. From
the best-buy model 80s ($89) to the unparalleled "J" Modular system. 10-day
free trials, free shipping. Quotes on
any system. Free 1-year subscription
extension to Stereophile with $200
order. INFINITY SOUND SYSTEMS (The
Natural Sound), 525 N. 76th St., Omaha,
Neb.

68114.

68114.

ce' Contact 'lip

The following subscribers would like
to correspond with other stereophiles.
If you would like your name listed
here, it's free, up to a maximum of 10
listings per issue on a first-comefirst-listed basis. Listings may be
run only once per 4 issues.
Paul Friedman,
Media,

Pa.

295 E.

Jefferson St.,

19063.

Gary Saluti, Merion Trace Apartments,
Apt. 307B, 7200 Merion Terr., Upper

THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete
range of Audio Research equipment on
display under ideal listening conditions. By appointment.
C. M. Santmire,
AUDIO SYSTEMS AND DESIGN, 5421 South
84th St., Lincoln, Neb. 68516.

Darby,

Pa.

19082.

I would enjoy corresponding with female
stereo enthusiasts.
Roy L. Kinney, 6035
Fox Ridge Dr., Germantown, Tenn. 38138.
Robert A Zahner,

CANADIAN AUDIOPHILES. FMI 80s, Model
Js and Dahlquist Phased Array Loudspeakers priced at less than US-pluscustoms: FMI 80 at $104, FMI Model J
(pendinf CSA approval) at $698 and the
Dahlquist DQ-10 at $460. Shipped prepaid and insured. Sequerra Model 1
tuner also available. By appointment.
TERREX ASSOCIATES, Box 235, St. James
Postal Station, Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Fla.,

Box 5643,

Tallahassee,

32301.

Lee Price,
bridge,

Va.

14210 Chesterfield Dr.,

Wood-

22191.

Joe H. Blackburn, Jr.,
Dr., Smithfield, N. C.

3-4 Shady Lane
27577.

O. J. Harms, Apt. 302, 918 E. Armour
Blvd., Kansas City, Mo. 64109.
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3R4,

ATTENTION speaker owners! Make your
speakers come to life! (Especially
Infinity 1001 or Advent). Add Fulton
model 80s for unparalleled smoothness
and clarity. 10-day free trial. Free
shipping. $89.00 each. Infinity Sound
Systems (The Natural Sound), 525 N.
76th St., Omaha, Neb. 68114.

FIRST CLASS
FIRST CLASS

PLEASE FORWARD

Permit No. 248
MEDIA, PA.

(2)
23

.

Time Up?
If your address

label bears a

number code 4-70,
(4)

72-4,

between parentheses,

or a
this

is the last issue of your subscription.

The coupon on page

26 can be used to send us your
renewal or,

if you prefer not

to clip it,

a check for the

proper amount
dress)

the

(and your ad-

will suffice.

stereophile

Box 49 Elwyn, Pa. 19063

